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5M O D E L L I N G P R A C T I C E : D O I N G T H I N G S C O R R E C T LY

Data are not an infallible standard for judging model performance.
Rather the model and the data are two moving targets that we try

to overlay one upon the other. (. . . ) We cannot assume that data
accurately represent the real system and therefore constitute

the best test of the model. (. . . ) it can be argued that the model
may be a better representation of reality than data

that are limited by our technological abilities for measurement
and subjectively biased by our perceptions of the system.

— Edward J. Rykiel, Jr. (Rykiel, 1996)

It can scarcely be denied
that the supreme goal of all theory

is to make the irreducible basic elements
as simple and as few as possible

without having to surrender
the adequate representation

of a single datum of experience.

— Albert Einstein (Einstein, 1934)

5.1 introduction

Despite the growth in the application of QR for research (Bredeweg and
Struss, 2003; Bredeweg and Salles, 2009a,b) and education (Chapter 4), there
are no generally accepted quality characteristics for conceptual models (Moody,
2005). Moreover, modelling practices for simulation models are still poorly
developed (Eurydice, 2006). The lack of established modelling practices can
be considered a consequence of the quality characteristics not being clear.
That is, guidelines on how to model can only be based on the desired out-
comes, which requires knowledge on what properties of models are val-
ued. Without guidelines, it is difficult to choose between representational
alternatives, which hampers both modelling and the training of modellers.
Moreover, without a consensus on quality characteristics, the evaluation of
models, such as in education or science, becomes subjective.

Within the community, there is the belief that "(. . . ) a conceptual model can
only be evaluated against people’s (tacit) needs, desires and expectations. Thus the
evaluation of conceptual models is by nature a social rather than a technical pro-
cess, which is inherently subjective and difficult to formalise" (Moody, 2005). We
show that this claim is only partially true by demonstrating that certain rep-
resentations are objectively better than others. This chapter proposes a set of
quality characteristics that are claimed to be universal, and a set of model-
ling guidelines that can both support making modelling decisions, and can
be used as a means to evaluate models. A modelling practice is also bene-
ficial in an education setting, as metamodelling knowledge contributes to
improvements in obtaining domain knowledge and inquiry skills (Schwarz
and White, 2005).

Evaluation is typically considered to consist of two tasks: verification and
validation (Boehm, 1989; Rykiel, 1996). Verification involves determining whether
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98 modelling practice : doing things correctly

a product satisfies the conditions defined before development (IEEE, 2004).
For a software program, knowledge base, or scientific model, such condi-
tions typically include adhering to the syntactical and semantic require-
ments of the formalism used to develop the product. By contrast, valid-
ation determines whether the product performs adequately for its inten-
ded purpose and is satisfactory for the end user (IEEE, 2004; Rykiel, 1996).
As such, verification can be considered the assessment of internal (or in-
ternalized) quality characteristics, while validation tests external (purpose-
oriented) quality characteristics (Dromey, 1996; Moody, 2005).1

Appraising internal quality characteristics (verification) can be an object-
ive task. For example, conceptual models that allow for inferences (which
can be considered knowledge bases, Appendix E) have an internal logic that
imposes constraints that can be checked through algorithms. Furthermore,
automatic tests can explicitly state failure conditions. By contrast, valida-
tion is more subjective as a result being domain and goal dependent. For
example, different experts may disagree on whether a model meant for an
environmental science course is a correct domain representation (Teeuw and
van den Berg, 1997) and can cite different resources to support their case.
For this reason, this chapter focusses particularly on verification.

The chapter starts with a categorization of model features based on differ-
ent quality characteristics (Section 5.2). These model features contribute to
the quality of a model. The subsequent sections present specific guidelines
for the development and evaluation of qualitative models. These sections
focus on features of qualitative system dynamics. Section 5.3 discusses the
representation of structure, which is the aspect of the model that identi-
fies the classes of systems that theories apply to. Section 5.4 discusses the
intricacies of choosing quantities and associating them to the structure of
a model. Section 5.5 describes how qualitative labels, which represent the
values that quantities can take, should be chosen. This section discusses
how such quantity spaces can make models unfalsifiable or inconsistent.
Section 5.6 describes the modelling of causality and focusses on choosing
the correct causal relations. Section 5.7 focusses on how inequalities and
correspondences should be used in models. Section 5.8 discusses how the-
ories should be decomposed into smaller reusable representations to allow
for more understandable and easier to maintain models. Section 5.9 dis-
cusses properties of simulations and how their results can be improved. Sec-
tion 5.10 discusses frequently occurring patterns that have proven useful in
modelling. Section 5.11 presents an evaluation framework that allows qual-
ity measures for QR models to be determined. This framework is based on
the model error types identified in the preceding sections. Section 5.12 dis-
cusses an evaluation of the framework within a systems thinking course for
environmental science students. Finally, Section 5.13 concludes this chapter.

Readers familiar with the learning spaces (Chapter 4) should note that
the modelling guidelines are written with the full Garp3 QR formalism in
mind (corresponding to learning space 6). To check whether a guideline
is applicable to a particular learning space, check whether the discussed
terms are available as model ingredients (Table 3). Optimally implementing
a guideline might require transitioning to a higher learning space.

1Although the distinction between internal and external quality characteristics has been
made in the context of the evaluation of conceptual models and software (Dromey, 1996;
Moody, 2005), the relation to verification and validation has not been explicitly made.
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5.2 quality characteristics of conceptual models

This chapter aims to elevate model improvement and evaluation from a so-
cial process (Moody, 2005) to a more formal process. To this end, model
features that contribute to the quality of a model are categorized into two
verification categories. The first category concerns formalism-based model fea-
tures (Section 5.2.1). These features apply only to conceptual models that
allow for inferences.2 They can be assessed using the internal logic of the
formalism that is used to represent the model (e.g., consistency). The second
category concerns domain representation-based model features (Section 5.2.2).
These features apply to conceptual models generally, and rely on the hu-
man interpretation of the model to be assessed. For example, the conform-
ance to ontological commitments model feature requires that a referent in the
domain (Section 2.3) is represented using the correct term in the formalism
(e.g., biomass should be represented as a quantity). This requires a compar-
ison between the meaning attributed to the domain referent and the mean-
ing attributed to the formalism term. To make the assessment of domain
representation-based model features more objective, dictionaries and encyc-
lopaedia are used.

Next, the challenge is to determine which features from these two sets
can be used to actually measure the quality of conceptual models and form
the basis for evaluating and improviding such models. To accomplish this,
it is helpful to think of model features as contributing to particular general
quality characteristics of conceptual models. Correctness, completeness, and
parsimony have been proposed as quality characteristics (e.g., Bredeweg
(1992); Teeuw and van den Berg (1997)). Correctness indicates that a model
is free from errors. Completeness means that everything of relevance is in-
cluded in the model.3 Parsimony implies that the model does not include
redundancies. The categorization of model features based on these quality
characteristics is more manageable and insightful (Table 5).

The following sections identify model features that contribute to the qual-
ity characteristics of conceptual models (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2), describe
how they contribute to accomplishing tasks that are universally important
for conceptual models (Section 5.2.3), and explains why they cannot be dir-
ectly applied to evaluate models (Section 5.2.4).

5.2.1 Formalism-based features

Consistency is a prerequisite for the correctness of a conceptual model, and
requires that ingredients in the model do not contradict each other (in terms
of the possible inferences). No unassigned variables is a model feature that
is important for the completeness of a model. An unassigned variable after
reasoning is an indicator that information in the model is missing to allow
a particular reasoning step to succeed. Reasoning relevance means that each
of the elements in the representation should have a function in terms of
the reasoning. If not, the ingredient can be considered superfluous and the
model is not parsimonious.

2Such conceptual models can be considered knowledge bases (Appendix E).
3Note that this notion of completeness differs from the meaning of completeness in logic.

In logic, a formal system is complete if all true formulae are provable.
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Verification
Category

Quality
Characteristic

Model
Feature

Formalism

Correctness Consistency

Completeness No unassigned variables

Parsimony Reasoning relevance

Domain
representation

Correctness
Conformance to ontological commitments

Falsifiability

Completeness
Conceptual decomposition

No missing representations

Parsimony
No repetition

No synonyms

Table 5: Model features that contribute to quality characteristics in each of the veri-
fication dimensions of conceptual models.

5.2.2 Domain representation-based features

There are two domain representation-based model features that contribute
to the correctness quality characteristic. Conformance to ontological commit-
ments indicates that referents are represented using the correct terms. Con-
ceptual modelling formalisms, and particularly the articulate variations (Sec-
tion 2.5.1), define terms that refer to particular concepts. These concepts are
the ontological commitments of the language (Davis et al., 1993). As a part
of modelling, these terms are used to represent referents within the domain.
This choice is considered correct when the referent in the domain is con-
sidered to conform to the concept represented by the term (e.g., the earlier
biomass represented as a quantity example). That is, the referent is repres-
ented by the correct knowledge type. Occurrences of non-conformance to
ontological commitments are called type errors.

Falsifiability, or refutability, is the property of a claim, hypothesis or the-
ory to be proven false if a hypothetical behaviour of a system, such as the
outcome of an experiment, would be observed in reality (Popper, 2002). For
example, the fossil of a Precambrian rabbit would challenge some of the
central claims of the theory of evolution (Godfrey-Smith, 2003). Falsifiabil-
ity is also an important property for conceptual models, as they are rep-
resentations of "aspects of the physical and social world around us for the pur-
poses of understanding and communication" (Mylopoulos, 1992) and should be
evaluated as representations of the real world (Wand and Weber, 2002). A
conceptual model is falsifiable if its simulation results, which can be con-
sidered claims, can be shown to be false through comparison with obser-
vations (e.g., while testing particular hypotheses (Kansou and Bredeweg,
2011; Salles et al., 2006)). Using vague values is an example of what makes a
model unfalsifiable, as it becomes unclear what observations would conflict
with the model’s simulation results (Section 5.5.6).
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There are two domain representation-based model features that contrib-
ute to the completeness of a model. Conceptual decomposition, which can be
called the ’single concept per model ingredient rule’, states that model ingredi-
ents that represent aggregated concepts should be broken down into mul-
tiple ingredients.4 That is, implicitly represented concepts should be repres-
ented explicitly. This process involves defining missing concepts and repla-
cing the now superfluous aggregated concepts. The result should be that
every model ingredient represents exactly one concept. A simple case oc-
curs when terminology in the model overlaps. For example, the use of the
terms water temperature and air temperature can be an indicator that temperat-
ure is a missing independent term that should have its own representation.
Furthermore, the different temperatures should be replaced by representa-
tions that make use of the new temperature concept (water has−→ temperature
and air has−→ temperature). A more advanced example is a model ingredient
representing water body algae concentration as a single model ingredient. This
ingredient can be conceptually decomposed it into algae live in−→ water body and
algae has−→ concentration. As a guideline, a model ingredient can be considered
conceptually decomposed when the represented concept can be found in an
encyclopaedia, dictionary or glossary.

No missing representations means that referents that are important in the
domain are represented. In general, having no missing representations can
be both a contributor to the internal and external quality characteristics. For
purposes of validation (testing external quality characteristics), it is import-
ant to determine whether there are representations missing that are essential
for the intended purpose of the model (Section 5.1). However, no missing
representations as part of verification (as the model feature is intended here)
means that no representations are missing that should unmistakably be part
of what already has been represented in the model. For example, given that
mortality and population size are represented, there has to be a causal rela-
tion between these quantities. If such a causal relation is missing, it violates
the no missing representations model feature.

There are two domain representation-based model features that contrib-
ute to the parsimony of a conceptual model. No synonyms means that a do-
main concept, such as natality, should only be represented once, and con-
sequently identified using a unique term.5 As a result, when the domain
concept is used to describe situations in the domain, a consistent termin-
ology is used. Not adhering to this rule means that domain concepts are
represented multiple times. For example, a model in which both natality
and birth rate occur as domain concept representations breaks the no syn-
onyms rule. As in a text, consistent use of terminology makes the model
easier to understand. Thesauri can be helpful in determining whether two
terms are synonyms. When there is a choice between two synonyms, the
term most commonly used in the community should be used.

No repetition indicates that there are no reoccurring arrangements of re-
lated ingredient. Such arrangements should be represented once and then
reused throughout the model. Such reuse makes the model more parsimoni-
ous and also easier to maintain (Section 5.2.3).

4Note that this does not mean representing a concept at a more detailed level of granularity.
Conceptual decomposition should occur on the same level of granularity.

5The Garp3 formalism does not allow representations to be identified using different iden-
tifiers. As such, a synonym in a Garp3 model always implies a concept has been represented
twice. Other knowledge representation languages allow different identifiers to be used to refer
to the same representation (e.g., using owl:sameAs in the Web Ontology Language (Bech-
hofer et al., 2004; Hitzler et al., 2009)).
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Two things should be noted about the identified model features. First, the
idea that model features contribute to model quality should be considered
a heuristic, not a hard rule. For example, in QR models correspondences
are used to constrain behaviour (Section 3.3.5). These ingredients function
because they cause inconsistencies in unwanted states. This illustrates that
the idea that consistency contributes to model quality is a heuristic. Simil-
arly, conceptual decomposition might not always contribute to the quality of a
model. For example, in a model about cooking, decomposing the term in-
frared thermometer might not make the model easier to understand. Second,
we make no claim that the identified model features completely determine
the quality of a model. However, we do claim that the identified model
features are sufficient to allow for model evaluation (Section 5.11).

5.2.3 Goal suitability

Assessing the quality of a conceptual model in terms of its suitability for a
goal (validation) requires a reference to the particular goal that should be
attained. Model features can both prevent or facilitate a goal being reached.
For example, an inconsistent model might be useful within an exercise to
teach students about knowledge engineering, but undesirable when using
a model to illustrate the consequences of particular policies to decision
makers. For this reason, no general model features are proposed that con-
tribute to the suitability for goals. However, the model features discussed
earlier contribute to the following goals, which are considered to be im-
portant for conceptual models in general: model evaluation (Araújo et al.,
2008; Brank et al., 2005; Gómez-Pérez, 1999), model maintenance (Cimino
et al., 1994; Schreiber et al., 2000; Studer et al., 1998) and reuse (Borst, 1997;
Gómez-Pérez and Benjamins, 1999; Gruber, 1991).

Model evaluation is particularly important in education and science. Within
education, evaluation is necessary to determine how well a student has per-
formed. Within science, evaluation is both important during peer review,
and in considering whether (parts of) models are useful for reuse. To make
evaluation possible, it is important that models are uniform in representation,
as it eases comparison. The conceptual decomposition model feature promotes
uniformity, as each model ingredient only represents a single concept.

Experts typically have to perform maintenance on the models that they (or
their colleagues) create. That is, they have to make adjustments within the
model. The no repetition model feature contributes to this goal. When the
same arrangement of related ingredients occurs multiple times, there are
more opportunities for mistakes. Moreover, multiple changes are required
if a chosen representation is considered incorrect. By representing arrange-
ments of related ingredients only once, both the chance of errors and the
time required for maintenance decreases.

Reuse is also an important task for experts. After a model has been de-
veloped, it is useful to be able to reuse (parts of) it, instead of having to
redo work. Particularly in science, building upon earlier work is considered
essential for progress. Conceptual decomposition helps support reuse, as it pro-
motes uniformity between models. As a result, it is easier for models to be
integrated.
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5.2.4 Towards a model quality metric

An open issue in the evaluation of conceptual models is how quality should
be measured. There are four complicating factors. First, the internal and ex-
ternal quality characteristics are not independent. For example, representa-
tional issues in a model can prevent behaviour that is relevant to the domain
from being simulated. In turn, such issues, or omissions within the domain
knowledge, can make a model inadequate to fulfil a desired goal. Second,
the importance of the model features in the different verification categories
might be weighed differently depending on the purpose of the model. For
example, within education, the formalism-based features might weigh heav-
ier for computer science students than the domain representation-based fea-
tures, while for environmental science students the domain representation-
based features might be deemed more important. Third, external quality
characteristics can sometimes overrule internal quality characteristics. For
example, when teaching modelling, an inconsistent model can be an ad-
equate instrument. Fourth, model features that contribute to external quality
characteristics contribute to the quality of a model has not been discussed.
These features depend on the intended task, and are more subjective, such
as whether a model meant for an environmental science course is a correct
representation of the domain. Thus, evaluation has an inherent subjective
element in it. Section 5.11 proposes a possible evaluation method.

5.2.5 Modelling guideline format

The rest of this chapter focusses on guidelines that allow errors in models
to be detected and remedied. A modelling error can be considered a rep-
resentation that diminishes one of the model features that contributes to
the quality of a model. Note that these guidelines constitute a catalogue
of modelling errors, and not a modelling methodology that structures the
modelling process (such an approach has already been proposed for QR
(Bredeweg et al., 2008)). The sections that provide modelling advice, but no
modelling error, have headers starting with ’TIP:’. The possible errors (or
suboptimalities) are presented using the following format:

name indicates the name of the error and also identifies the particular rep-
resentation in which the error is made. If the mistake is shared over
multiple representations (e.g., the entity definition hierarchy and the
entities in model fragments), a general term is used (e.g., entities).

characteristic identifies the particular internal quality characteristic
and model feature that is affected.

check provides an assessment question to verify whether the error is made.

correction describes a modelling action towards correcting a detected
error. To determine whether the correction is necessary, the answer to
the check, which indicates that the error is made, is provided between
brackets.

For example:

name : 1. Model ingredient definitions are synonyms
characteristic : Parsimony (No synonyms)
check : Is a model ingredient definition the synonym of another model

ingredient definition?
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correction (if yes): Remove one of the model ingredient definitions.

The catalogue of modelling errors is summarized into a model evalu-
ation checklist that can be used as a means towards model evaluation (Ap-
pendix A).

5.3 representing structure

This section focusses on the representation of the structural aspects a system.
The structure within a scenario defines the system, as it represents those
aspects that do not change during simulation. As part of a model fragment,
the structure defines the class of systems to which the represented part
of a theory applies. The Garp3 QR formalism distinguishes entities (e.g.,
Population� and Environment�) and configurations (Population� lives in−→
Environment�) to represent structure (Section 3.3.1).

5.3.1 Entity definition hierarchy: type errors

Entities, just as configurations, assumptions, agents, attributes, quantities
and quantity spaces, occur as definitions and as construct ingredients based
on those definitions (Section 3.3). Construct ingredients are always part of
constructs (model fragments or scenarios). For brevity, the term name is
used to refer to construct ingredients and the term name combined with the
word definition is used for model ingredient definitions (e.g., the entity lion
population is based on entity definition population).

Entity definitions are organised in the entity hierarchy (e.g., Lion�−.

Mammal�−.Vertebrate�), which is a subsumption hierarchy (or is-a hier-
archy), which means that every construct ingredient based on an entity
definition lower in the hierarchy is also a member of its parents. Entity
definitions can be considered representations of domain concepts. The con-
struct ingredients of such definitions can be concrete objects (e.g., Car�),
flora (Tree�), fauna (Lion�), or collections (e.g., Population�). In the case
of collections, each individual is considered identical for the purposes of
reasoning.

There are three types of type errors that can be made in developing entity
hierarchies. First, modelling referents as entities, which are not entities. For
example, Photosynthesis� should not be modelled as an entity. It is pro-
cess, and should therefore be modelled as a process model fragment (with
Photosynthesis rateq as the process rate quantity).

name : 2. Non-entity in entity definition hierarchy
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Is X� a non-changing defining part of the system, such as a con-

crete object, flora, fauna, or collection, that can have quantities associ-
ated with it? And can it be structurally related to other parts of the
system?

correction (if no): The referent X should not be modelled as an entity,
but using another term. The referent should be conceptually decom-
posed if possible.6

Second, adding entities representing individuals to the entity hierarchy.
Entity definitions are meant to represent domain concepts, and concepts

6As mentioned in Section 5.2.5 about the modelling guideline format, the answer that is
provided between brackets after correction indicates that the error is made.
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can be considered collections of all the possible occurrences of each concept.
By contrast, individuals have a unique identity, which means they can have
names and have unique properties such as having a particular position. Con-
sider the entity Riacho Fundo basin� (Salles and Bredeweg, 2009). It has
a unique identity, which means that it is an individual and not a concept.
Therefore, the Riacho Fundo basis should not be modelled as an entity defin-
ition, but as a construct ingredient based on the water basin entity definition
(Water basin�(Riacho Fundo basin)).

name : 3. Individual in entity definition hierarchy
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Are there multiple examples of X?
correction (if no): If the referent is an entity, it should be modelled as

an entity construct ingredient.

Third, wrongly using the is-a relationship. Consider Forest fragment�−.

Forest�. The is-a relation is incorrect, as a tree can be considered a forest
fragment, but a tree is not a forest. Therefore, the forest fragment concept is
not subsumed by the forest concept. The relation confuses mereology and
subsumption, and should instead be represented as Forest fragment� part of

−→
Forest� in a scenario or model fragment.

name : 4. Wrong is-a relation in entity definition hierarchy
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
question (yes): Given X�−. Y�, is every X a Y, and do all X have all the

necessary properties of Y?
correction (no): There is no is-a relation between X and Y, and the re-

lation should be modelled using a different term (typically a configur-
ation).

5.3.2 Entities: implicitly defining domain concepts

Entities occur in scenarios and model fragments, and are created from en-
tity definitions (e.g., Bear�(Pooh)). An entity (e.g., River�(Any river)) in a
model fragment is always generic. That is, the entity can represent any oc-
currence of the referent. As such, within this thesis, the construct ingredient
name is sometimes omitted for brevity. However, when there are multiple
entities based on the same definition, the construct ingredient name is neces-
sary to differentiate them (e.g., River�(Tributary1) and River�(Tributary2)).
Within a scenario there is more ambiguity, as a scenario can represent either
a specific system or a class of systems. As such, the entity can represent a
specific part of a specific system (e.g., River�(Nile)), or a generic part of the
system (e.g., River�(Any river)).7

A possible error in creating construct ingredients is implicitly using them
to define concepts. Consider an entity river based on the definition water
body (Water body�(River)). This representation is suboptimal, as river is a
concept. Instead, river should be defined as an entity definition (River�−.

Water body�). The river construct ingredient should be based on this new
definition. If it occurs in a scenario that represents a specific system, the
entity should be named after a particular river (e.g., River�(River Danube)),
otherwise a generic name is preferable (e.g., River�(Any river)).

7A more in-depth discussion on the role of construct ingredients in generic and specific
representations in the Garp3 QR formalism is given in Appendix E.
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This error can be viewed in two ways. First, representing a concept as
an construct ingredient can be considered a type error. Second, the original
representation can be considered to combine both a is-a and based-on relation
within a single based-on relation. As such, improving the representation can
be seen as a form of conceptual decomposition.

name : 5. Entity construct ingredient implicitly defines domain concept
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)

or completeness (conceptual decomposition)
check : Given that the construct ingredient name does not already occur

in the entity definition hierarchy, are there multiple examples of the
entity name?

correction (if yes): The entity name is a domain concept and should
be defined as an entity definition. The construct ingredient should be
based on this new entity definition. If the entity occurs in a scenario
representing as a specific system (and not a prototype system), the
entity name should be replaced by a specific example of the domain
concept.

5.3.3 Configuration type errors

Configurations symbolize the structural relations within a system, and are
meant to represent mereological (e.g., part of

−→ ), spatial (e.g., on top of
−→ ), and what

might be called process relations (e.g., lives in−→ or preys on
−→ ). Some structural

relations, such as physical ones (Bath tub� connected to−→ Waste pipe�), are
intuitively associated to parts of the system, while others are attributed as a
result of more elaborate conceptualisations (e.g., Lion population� preys on

−→
Zebra population�).

Mistakes in the use of configurations are caused through confusion with
other types of relations. For example, modellers sometimes use configura-
tions to denote causality, which should instead be modelled using the causal
dependencies (Section 5.6). Frequently used names for such configurations
include changes

−→ , influences−→ , affects−→ , decreases−→ (or combinations breaking the no syn-
onyms model feature). Such uses of configurations should be replaced by
causal relations between the relevant quantities, and proper structural rela-
tions should be added between the entities.

Another mistake is modelling subsumption relations as configurations.
For example, Lion� is a−→Animal� (or stated in plural using are−→). Such rela-
tions are not structural, and should instead be modelled in the entity hier-
archy.

name : 6. Non-configurations represented as configurations
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Does the relation represent a mereological, spatial or process rela-

tion (and not a subsumption or causal relation)?
correction (if no): Another term should be used to represent the rela-

tion, such as a causal relation, or a is-a relation in the entity definition
hierarchy.

5.3.4 Configuration naming and direction

Naming configurations and choosing its direction is sometimes experienced
as an issue. For example, when a population preys on other population, is
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Population�(A) preys on
−→ Population�(B) a better structural system repres-

entation than Population�(A) is preyed on by
←− Population�(B)?

This issue can be regarded as analogous to writing in either active or pass-
ive voice. Modellers frequently use the passive voice when defining config-
urations. However, we propose that the active form should be consistently
used. This shortens the configuration names, making the diagrams easier to
read. Furthermore, if explanations are generated based on the contents of a
model, the quality of the text will be better (Wißner et al., 2010a,b).

The active and passive forms of relations can be considered inverse rela-
tions. That is, if the active form is true, the passive form is also true, and
vice versa. Although there is a difference in language, both forms have the
same meaning. This is not true for inverse relations in general (e.g., parent
of and child of relations).8

name : 7. Configurations in passive voice
characteristic : Parsimony (no synonyms)9

check : Does the configuration end with the word ’by’?
correction (if yes): The direction of the configuration should be re-

versed and the label changed into an active form.

5.3.5 Decomposing entities

The entities that modellers choose can often be conceptually decomposed.
For example, the entity Frog population� could instead be represented as
Frog�(Frog) part of

−→ Population�(Frog population).10 This has a number of
benefits. First, models become more uniform, which enhances comparability
and reuse. Second, the animal Frog� and the concept Population� are
defined as separate domain concepts with their own properties. Third, there
is no need to define a new entity definition as a child of Population� for
each possible animal population. Instead, for each type of population, only
the animal type has to be defined in the entity hierarchy.

Another indication of entities that can be conceptually decomposed is be-
ing in plural. For example the entity Swans� can probably be conceptually
decomposed. This becomes more apparent when a quantity, such as Sizeq,
is assigned to it. It is unclear whether this quantity denotes the size of the
population of swans or the size of the individual swans. This is an indica-
tion that there are two interpretations of the intended meaning of the entity.
First, if the swans are meant to represent a population, the representation
proposed above can be used. Second, if the swans are meant to symbol-
ize different individuals, it is unlikely that the modeller intended them to
be unrelated (e.g., living on different sides of the planet). Instead, the indi-
vidual swans must have a particular relation within the modelled system.

8Knowledge representation formalisms, such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bech-
hofer et al., 2004; Hitzler et al., 2009) and Description Logics (Baader et al., 2007, 2008) allow
inverse relations to be explicitly represented (Chapter 6). By indicating that a relation A−→ is
the inverse of B−→, a reasoning engine can infer B←− from an occurrence of A−→, and A←− from
an occurrence of B−→. The Garp3 QR formalism currently does not allow the representation of
inverse relations.

9This error is categorized as diminishing the no synonyms model feature, as the synonym
most used in the community should be used.

10Note that the Population�(Frog population) could be named Population.
However, when there are multiple entities based on Population� in a model fragment or
scenario, unique construct ingredient names are required to distinguish them. The choice of
construct ingredient name has no influence on the reasoning, as it has no semantics. A reason
to choose Frog population is that can be considered to make the model more descriptive.
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For purposes of modelling it is better to make this relationship explicit (e.g.,
Swan�(Swan1)mate of−→ Swan�(Swan2)).

name : 8. Conceptually decomposable entities
characteristic : Completeness (conceptual decomposition)
check : Is the entity name both singular and can it be found in an encyclo-

paedia (or dictionary)?
correction (if no): The entity should be conceptually decomposed.

5.4 choosing quantities

Quantities (Qq) represent those features of entities of which the values can
change during simulation (Section 3.3.2). They are therefore used to repres-
ent the behavioural aspects of a system. Quantities can be used to represent
state variables and rate variables (or process rates).11 A state variable describes
a property of an entity that can be expressed as a unit of measurement and
can change (e.g., the size of a population). State variables define the state
of the system (Palm III, 2010; Thornley and France, 2006). The values of
the state variables at the start of the simulation (typically symbolized as
t0), as defined in a scenario, are called the initial conditions (Palm III, 2010).
Examples of state variable quantities are:

River� contains−→ Heavy metal� : Concentrationq

Industrial discharge� consists of−→ Water�(Discharge water) contains−→
Heavy metal� : Concentrationq

Algae : Biomass

Water : Height

A rate variable, such as natality, describes the speed of a process that af-
fects state variables (Salles et al., 2012b; Thornley and France, 2006).12 In a
numerical simulation, its value describes how much a state variable changes
per unit of time. An example of a rate variable quantity is the flow of water
discharged from a faucet.

Faucet� discharges
−→ Water� : Flowq

5.4.1 Decomposing quantities

The quantities chosen in models can often be conceptually decomposed. For
example, in river restoration models (e.g., (Nakova et al., 2009)) quantities
such asOxygen concentrationq and Particulate organic matter amountq
(as properties of an entity River�) are frequently used. These can be decom-
posed as follows:

Oxygen� dissolved in−→ River�

River� contains−→ Particulate organic matter�

Oxygen� : Concentrationq

Particulate organic matter� : Concentrationq

11These concepts are equivalent to the stocks (or level variables) and flows (or rate variables)
in stock and flow diagrams (Section 4.15).

12Within the Garp3 QR formalism rate variables are represented as quantities. As a con-
sequence, their values differentiate states. However, they are not considered state variables, as
this term is meant for variables in models that consist of coupled first-order differential equa-
tions (which are said to be in state variable form) (Palm III, 2010). In such models, and in typical
numerical simulations, the rate variables are not explicitly communicated to the modeller. In
a numerical simulation, the value of the rate variable in the state variable graph is equivalent
to the slope of the line, but only if there is a single influence on the quantity. When there are
multiple influences on a single quantity, the slope is equivalent to the sum of the rates, and the
values of individual rate variables are cannot be estimated from the graph.
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This representation is superior for a number of reasons. First, through con-
ceptual decomposition, the domain concepts, such as oxygen, have been
explicitly defined. This makes the model more articulate. Second, the struc-
tural aspects of the system are separated from the behaviour aspects. As
a result, the used terms reinforce the meaning of the modelled concepts
(conformance to ontological commitments). Third, the new representation
prevents repetition. Concentrationq is now a single domain concept that
is reused, while in the old representation each concentration is modelled as
its own quantity.

As with entities, having a quantity name in plural is an indication that
it can be conceptually decomposed (Section 5.3.5). Consider for example
Population� : Mortality ratesq. The modeller might have intended this
quantity to represent multiple sources of mortality, such as starvation and
predation. The model would be more explicit if these processes are modelled
individually.

name : 9. Conceptually decomposable quantities
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)

and completeness (conceptual decomposition)
check : Is the quantity name singular and can it be found in an encyclo-

paedia (or dictionary)?
correction (if no): The quantity should be conceptually decomposed.

5.4.2 Ambiguous process rate quantities

The association of process rates to entities is a non-trivial problem. Consider
Population�(Wolf population) preys on

−→ Population�(Rabbit population).
To which entity should the quantity Predation rateq be associated? Asso-
ciating it to the wolf population becomes an issue when the wolves also
prey on other animals such as mice. It then becomes unclear to which pred-
ation process the predation rate refers (rabbits or mice). Defining different
predation rates as domain concepts (e.g., Predation rate on miceq) is un-
desirable as it is not conceptual decomposed and results in terminological
overlap. Similarly, the predation rate cannot be associated with the rabbit
population, as it can be preyed upon by other populations. Again, it be-
comes unclear to which process the predation rate refers (wolves or e.g.,
foxes).

The issue with the representations above is that the process is the result
of the interaction of two populations. Consequently, assigning the rate of
the process to either of the populations remains suboptimal. Unfortunately,
associating the quantity to the configuration preys on

−→ is currently not pos-
sible within the Garp3 QR formalism, as this would remedy the problem.13

Our proposed solution is inspired by Bredeweg and Salles who model dif-
ferent kinds of population interactions (such as predation, symbiosis and
parasitism) (Bredeweg and Salles, 2009b; Salles et al., 2006). Within their
Ants’ garden model, they represent the population interactions as entities.
This can be considered reification of the preys on

−→ configuration in the above

13A representation in which the quantity is associated with the configuration does not have
the issue of ambiguity, nor the issues of the proposed workaround. The verbalisation as part
of an explanation is also meaningful (a model feature in the domain representation quality di-
mension): ’The predation rate of the wolf population prey[ing] on the rabbit population.’ The solutions
achievable in the Garp3 formalism described below have less desirable verbalisations.
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example. This allows the process rate to be assigned to the interaction as
follows:14

Predation� predator
−→ Population�(Wolf population)

Predation� prey
−→Population�(Rabbit population)

Predation� : Predation rateq

name : 10. Ambiguous process rate quantities
characteristic : Completeness (no missing representations) or correct-

ness (falsifiability)15

check : Is it ambiguous to which process a particular process rate quantity
refers? For example, is it unclear whether Predation rateq refers to
the predation of rabbits or mice?

correction (if yes): Reify the process relation as an entity, associate the
related entities to the new process relation entity using configurations,
and associate the process rate quantity to the process relation entity.

The presented solution solves the presented issues, but remains subop-
timal. First, it breaks conformance to ontological commitments by mod-
elling processes as structural elements. Second, the model is less under-
standable, which becomes apparent when considering the resulting verb-
alisations, which typically include filled versions of the following templates:
"The Quantityq of Entity�" and "The Entity1� configuration

−→ the Entity2�"
(Wißner et al., 2010a,b). The resulting verbalisations are ’The predation rate
of the predation is ...’, which has redundancy, and ’The predation predator the
lion population.’, which is unnatural. The initial representation, excluding the
predation rate, is verbalised as: ’The wolf population preys on the rabbit popula-
tion’.

5.5 establishing quantity spaces

A quantity (Qq) has a magnitude value (Qqv ), which represents its current
value, and a derivative (δQq), of which the value (δQqv ) represents the trend
of the quantity (Section 3.3.2). Both the magnitude and the derivative have
an associated quantity space. A quantity space specifies the range of qualitat-
ive values that the magnitude or derivative of a quantity can have. Quant-
ity spaces consist of point and interval values in an alternating sequence.
The intervals can be thought of as abstractions of sets of numerical values.
Within each different interval, the system should exhibit a single unique
behaviour. The points are meant to represent landmark values, which specify
important thresholds between interval values at which changes in behaviour
take place. The goal of establishing a quantity space is to make the values
in which a system exhibits conceptually unique behaviours explicit. Note
that only magnitude quantity spaces are defined by the modeller, while the
quantity space for derivatives is predefined (δSizeqv ∈ {H, 0,N}).16

14Bredeweg and Salles do not associate quantities to their reified population interactions.
15This modelling error can be considered to diminish different model features. First, a rep-

resentation, which removes the ambiguity to which particular process rate the quantity refers
to, can be considered to be missing. Second, the error can be considered to make the model
less falsifiable, as it is not clear to which process rate the quantity refers.

16The quantity concentration is either decreasing (δSizeqv < 0), steady (δSizeqv = 0) or
increasing (δSizeqv > 0). Note that in the case of derivatives, 0 is visualised as ∅ in Garp3

and DynaLearn (see e.g., Figure 50).
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A set of good quantity spaces, associated with the example quantities
from Section 5.4, are:

River� contains−→ Heavy metal� : Concentrationq ∈ {0p,Clean,Criticalp, Toxic}17

Industrial discharge� consists of−→ Water� contains−→
Heavy metal� : Concentrationq ∈ {0p,Legal,Legal limitp, Illegal}

Algae : Biomass ∈ {0p,Normal,Criticalp,Bloom}

Water : Height ∈ {0p,Partially filled, Fullp,Overflowing}

Tube� contains−→ Water� : Flowq ∈ {Left to right, 0p,Right to left}

5.5.1 The importance of zero versus other point values

In the Garp3 formalism, point values with identical value names are not by
definition equal. For example, the following inequality statement can be cor-
rect, even though it is placed between values with the same name (associated
with the same type of quantity space and quantity): Container�(Container1) :
Heightq(Maximump) > Container�(Container2) : Heightq(Maximump).
However, the value 0p is an exception, as all values 0p in a model are defined
to be equal. Moreover, values above 0p are defined to be positive, while val-
ues above 0p are defined to be negative.

It is possible to define a quantity space without the value 0p. However, it
becomes impossible, to determine whether the values in the quantity space
are positive or negative (without using additional inequality statements). As
such, if such a quantity represents the rate of a process, the results of the
influences originating from that quantity cannot be calculated (as the result
of an influence depends on the magnitude value of the originating quantity
being <,=,or > 0p). Consequently, it does not make sense to have a quant-
ity space without 0p for quantities that represent process rates. Furthermore,
modellers should note that not having positive or negative values for a pro-
cess rate limits a potential effect of its influences (e.g., a positive influence
originating from a quantity without negative values cannot have a negative
effect).

name : 11. Missing 0p in process rate quantity
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : Does a process rate quantity that influences another quantity miss

the value 0p?
correction (if yes): Add the value zero to the quantity space.

name : 12. Missing positive or negative values for process rate quantity
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : Does the quantity space of the process rate quantity allow for each

of the possible effects that the influence should have on the target
quantity (positive and/or negative result)?

correction (if no): Add the missing positive and or negative values so
that all the possible effects of the influence are possible.

It is possible for models to have quantity spaces without 0p. For example,
the interval quantity space (Section 5.5.2) is useful if a modeller is only inter-
ested in showing the change of a quantity. Quantity spaces for state variables
without 0p, but with multiple values are also imaginable. For example, Pop-
ulation health could be represented as {Unhealthy, Thresholdp,Healthy},
with different processes becoming active in for each value.

17The value 0 is represented as Zero in Garp3 and DynaLearn.
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5.5.2 TIP: Quantity space with only an interval

A possible minimal quantity space consists of only an interval. Numerically,
this quantity space should be interpreted as the range of values for which it
is unknown whether they are above or below zero, as there is no zero value
specified, nor a minimum and maximum value.

Can such a quantity space be useful in models? The interval quantity
space has beneficial properties that modellers may value. Within the context
of a model, there can be quantities that have no particular landmarks at
which the behaviour of the system changes. For such quantities, it serves no
conceptual purpose to have a more elaborate quantity space than only an
interval. Only the changes of the magnitude value within this interval are
conceptually relevant. These changes are shown in the simulation results
through derivative values of that quantity within each state.

Another beneficial property of the interval quantity space is size. Smaller
quantity spaces result in a smaller potential state graph, which is therefore
less time consuming for the modeller to interpret (see Section 5.9.2).

In practice, many modellers seem to prefer to see changes in magnitude
value through changes in qualitative values. Consequently, they use non-
optimal quantity spaces (Section 5.5.8) instead of using the interval quantity
space.

It is important to note that the interval quantity space cannot be used to
represent rate variables, as it is unknown whether the values in the interval
are positive or negative (Section 5.5.1). The interval quantity space should
also not be used for quantities that can change from negative to positive (or
visa versa), as this requires the value 0p in the quantity space together with
at least an interval above and below it.

5.5.3 Quantity space with only a point

The other minimal quantity space, next to the interval quantity space, is
the point quantity space. This quantity space can denote the value zero (if
specified as such) or a point value somewhere between minus infinity and
infinity. In the latter case, it is unknown whether the value is above or below
zero.

The only reason to use the quantity space (with a non-zero point) is to
represent a constant, such as the height of container. Such a constant can
then be used in inequality reasoning. Consider the following example. The
height of the left container is greater than the height of the right container
(Container�(Left) : Heightq(Some heightp) > Container�(Right) :
Heightq(Some heightp)). And the maximum height of the liquid within
each container is equal to the height of the container (e.g., Container�(Left) :
Heightq(Some heightp) = Liquid�(Left) : Heightq(Maximump)). With
this knowledge, the reasoning engine can infer that the maximum height
of the left liquid is greater than the maximum height of the right liquid
(Liquid�(Left) : Heightq(Maximump) > Liquid�(Right) : Heightq

(Maximump)).
The point quantity space cannot be used for other purposes. A quant-

ity is only conceptually interesting in a model if it in some way affects or
is affected by other quantities in the model. The point quantity space can
do neither. If the quantity is affected in any way, its derivative value will
become either positive or negative. This will immediately result in an incon-
sistency, as the quantity should change from its point value to an interval
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value which is impossible. The only consistent behaviour for this quantity
is to remain steady.

The quantity also cannot be the cause of change. To affect a quantity via
an influence, the quantity magnitude has to be non-zero, and known to be
positive or negative. To affect a quantity via a proportionality, the derivative
of the quantity has to be non-zero. As already mentioned, a non-zero deriv-
ative for a quantity with a point quantity space will immediately cause an
inconsistency.

In short, the point quantity space should only be used to indicate con-
stants and has no other purpose.

name : 13. Quantity space with only a point
characteristic : Correctness (consistency)
check : Does the quantity space consist of only a point which does not

represent a constant?
correction (if yes): Replace the quantity space. If there are no import-

ant landmarks, the interval quantity space should be used.

5.5.4 Domain and goal dependence

Inherent in the choice of a quantity space is the purpose of the model. For
example, when modelling the effect of green algae concentration in a lake on
the amount of light it blocks from other primary producers in lower water
levels, modelling the critical concentration value at which the other primary
producers become deprived of light in the quantity space is important. Such
a quantity space would represent the values: no algae, a normal concentra-
tion of algae, a threshold representing the critical algae concentration, and
an interval at which the other primary producers become light deprived
(e.g., {0p, Normal, Criticalp, Light deprivation}). However, when model-
ling global warming, the light deprivation caused by green algae might not
be important and could be left out of the model.18

The idea of defining quantity spaces so that all conceptually interesting
qualitatively distinct states can be generated for a particular system is called
minimum required variation principle (Salles and Bredeweg, 1997). It can also
been seen as the implementation of the relevance principle, which states that
"qualitative reasoning about something continuous requires some kind of quantiz-
ation to form a discrete set of symbols; the distinctions made by the quantization
must be relevant to the kind of reasoning being performed." (Forbus, 1984). Ap-
plied to quantity spaces this would imply that only those values should
be distinguished that result in the simulation engine deriving an important
change in the behaviour of the system.

name : 14. Relevant landmarks in quantity spaces
characteristic : Correctness (reasoning relevance)
check : Do each of the landmarks in the quantity space differentiate between

different behaviours of the system? That is, for each landmark, is there
a model fragment that becomes active based on a conditional inequal-
ity (or value assignment) on that landmark?

correction (if no): Two different modelling actions are possible to rem-
edy this issue. Either, remove the irrelevant values from the quantity
space. Or, create model fragments with conditional inequalities on the

18Arguably, the CO2 absorbing quality of algae is relevant to a general global warming
model. It is probably better to model the effects of light deprivation, or blooms of toxic green
algae, as a result of global warming in a separate model, which takes the warming as a given.
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landmarks that represent the unique relations that are active under
those conditions.

5.5.5 TIP: The size of quantity spaces

An important consideration in the size of quantity spaces is their effect on
the potential state graph (Section 5.9.2). Consider adding a single quantity
with only an interval value to an existing model. This quantity can only
have a single magnitude value, but has three possible derivative values.
Consequently, the number of potential states triples. Specifically, adding a
quantity multiplies the potential state graph by |Qq|× |δQq|19, which is the
number of values in the quantity space multiplied by the number of values
in the derivative quantity space (which is predefined to be 3 in Garp3 and
DynaLearn). Note that this calculation results in a worst-case estimate of
the state graph. Since every dependency between quantities constraints the
state graph, it does not occur in practice.

Due to the exponential growth of the state space by adding quantities,
it is good practice to both (1) use a minimal amount of quantities, and (2)
use minimal quantity spaces. Quantities and additional values in quantity
spaces should only be introduced when they are conceptually necessary.
That is, values should only be introduced when more precision is necessary
in the simulation. For example, in a model about the effect of thermal pol-
lution on an ecosystem, it is necessary to distinguish the temperatures at
which particular species are affected (and model fragments that becomes
active at those temperatures, Section 5.5.4). Consequently, a larger quantity
space is necessary.

5.5.6 Do not be vague

When defining quantity spaces, it is important to choose value names that
are not vague. Vague is different from being imprecise (Veltman, 2002).
When assigning a numerical value to a quantity it is possible to be pre-
cise, e.g., the water temperature is 100◦ Celsius. It is also possible to be
less precise (within 3◦ of 100◦ Celsius) or imprecise (about 100◦ Celcius). In
contrast, a vague value, such as cold or warm, requires a context to have
some indication of the numerical value. For example, different temperature
ranges are considered when talking about hot water depending on whether
the water is in a bathtub or a pressure cooker.

There are two issues with using vague names as values in quantity spaces.
First, vague values are not clearly delineated by point values (e.g., when
does water cease being cold). The Sorites (heap) paradox illustrates this
problem. If 1.000.000 grains of sand is a heap of sand, and if a heap of sand
minus one grain of sand is still a heap, then it logically follows that a single
grain of sand (or even no sand at all) is still a heap of sand. Second, the
meaning of vague values depends on the context (e.g., large, when talking
about microphytes, has a different meaning than when talking about verteb-
rates).

Using vague values can make models unfalsifiable (Section 5.2.2) as a res-
ult of the two issues. The following example illustrates this problem. Con-
sider a model in which management measures are proposed to protect a

19Not to be confused with
∣∣Qqv ∣∣ and

∣∣δQqv ∣∣, which represent the absolute values of the
current magnitude value and the current derivative value instead of the cardinality of the
quantity spaces.
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wetland. Specifically, the model shows that a band of vegetation around the
wetland will assure that the biodiversity will not drop below medium. This
simulation result is unfalsifiable, as it is unclear what numerical value range
would constitute a medium biodiversity, nor at which values the biodiversity
would be considered to be above or below medium. It leaves the possibility
for a malign modeller to redefine the value medium when his predications
are considered not to be borne out (e.g., by changing the context in which
the value medium should be understood). In order for a model to be falsifi-
able vague value names should be avoided in favour of value names that
can, at least in principle, be numerically quantified.

name : 15. Vague values in quantity spaces
characteristic : Correctness (falsifiability)
check : Can each of the values in the quantity space in principle be numer-

ically quantified (a single number for points or as a range for inter-
vals)?

correction (if no): Some of the values are vague and should be re-
placed by alternatives that can in principle be numerically quantified.

5.5.7 Using wrong value types in quantity spaces

A common modelling mistake is to model points as intervals or intervals
as points (breaking the conformance to ontological commitments model fea-
ture). Since the behavioural properties of points are different than those
of intervals, certain behaviours of the system will not be simulated. The
main reason for this is the epsilon ordering rule (de Kleer and Brown, 1984),
which indicates that changes from a point to an interval always have preced-
ence over a change from an interval to a point. This means that a changing
quantity can have the same interval value in consecutive states, but a chan-
ging quantity currently in a point value must have a different value in the
next state.

For example, consider two growing populations with size Low (each with
the quantity space Sizeq ∈ {Low,Mediump,High}). There are three pos-
sible behaviour paths. These paths result from branching in the first state in
which either the first population reaches Mediump first, the second pop-
ulation reaches Mediump first, or they reach Mediump simultaneously.
Consider one of the populations reaching the size Mediump first. Since
Mediump is a point value, and changes from points occur immediately due
to the epsilon ordering rule, it is not possible for the population that is still
Low to reach Mediump before the medium-sized population has reached
High. As such, this behaviour, which the system possibly exhibits, is not
captured in the model.

name : 16. Using wrong value types in quantity spaces
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Given that the quantity space values are not vague (Section 5.5.6),

can each point in principle be quantified as a single numerical value?
Can each interval in principle be quantified as a range of numerical
values?

correction (if no): The value is represented using the wrong value
type. The quantity space should be reworked so that each point value
is represented as a point and each range of values as an interval.
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5.5.8 TIP: {Zerop,Low,Mediump,High} considered harmful

The use of suboptimal quantity spaces is common in the current modelling
practice. For example, quantity spaces such as {Zerop,Low,Mediump,High}
and {Zerop,Small,Mediump,Large} are often used (Bredeweg et al., 2009;
Cioaca et al., 2009; Dias et al., 2009; Liem and Bredeweg, 2009; Nakova et al.,
2009; Noble et al., 2009; Nuttle et al., 2009; Nuttle and Bouwer, 2009; Salles
and Bredeweg, 2009; Zitek et al., 2009). They occur in different forms, such
as with the value Maximump, quantifiers such as Very low or Very high,
or with the value Mediump substituted by the value Criticalp.

There are three important issues with these quantity spaces. Consider
using {Zerop,Low,Mediump,High} to represent the size of a population.
First, from the names there seems to be no clear reason why the distinction
between the values is conceptually important (Section 5.5.4). Second, the
value names are potentially vague (Section 5.5.6). Third, the formalism re-
quires the value Mediump to be a point, however Mediump, like Low and
High, is conceptually speaking actually an interval (Section 5.5.7).

We propose that quantity spaces such as described above should not be
used in models due to the mentioned issues. Furthermore, we argue that
using such quantity spaces as examples in models has the adverse effect of
teaching people who are learning QR to use suboptimal quantity spaces.

5.5.9 On aggregating process rates

Different processes are sometimes aggregated within the same quantity. For
example, Forestryq ∈ {Deforestation, 0p,Afforestation}. This kind of ag-
gregation can generally be considered bad practice. The quantities actu-
ally represent two competing processes. Consequently, it is better to con-
ceptually decompose such quantities into different process rate quantities
that represent each individual process. For example, the Forestryq quantity
should be changed into Deforestationq and Afforestationq. The follow-
ing are examples of quantities that should be conceptually decomposed:

Biodiversity changeq ∈ {Extinction, 0p,Speciation}

Solid material� ∈ Changeq : {Erosion, 0p,Soil formation}

name : 17. Aggregated process quantities
characteristic : Completeness (conceptual decomposition)
check : Does a quantity and its associated quantity space actually repres-

ent different competing processes?
correction (if yes): Decompose the quantity into two process rate quant-

ities.

Although it might seem otherwise, there are process rates with both pos-
itive and negative values that represent a single concept. An example is a
liquid flowing through a pipe (potentially in either direction) (Liquid� :

Flowq ∈ {Left to right, 0p,Right to left}).

5.5.10 Quantity spaces and calculated quantities

The choice of quantity spaces for quantities that are calculated using ex-
plicitly modelled mathematical expressions should be given special consid-
eration. A poorly chosen quantity space for such quantities can result in
inconsistencies or indeterminable values.
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Consider an example from a communicating vessels model that results
in an inconsistency first. The flow of liquid is given the quantity space
{0p, Flowing}, and is calculated as follows: Liquid� : Flowqv = Liquid�(Left) :

Pressure
q
v − Liquid�(Right) : Pressureqv . If Liquid�(Left) : Pressureqv <

Liquid�(Right) : Pressureqv , the result is Flowqv < 0. However, since the
quantity space of flow does not have negative values, an inconsistency oc-
curs. The lesson is that the possible outcomes of mathematical expressions
should be reflected in the quantity space of a calculated quantity.

name : 18. Too narrow quantity space for calculated quantity
characteristic : Correctness (consistency)
check : For each mathematical expression, does the quantity space of the

calculated quantity allow for each of the possible outcomes?
correction (if no): Adapt the quantity space so that the quantity can

have each of the possible outcomes of the calculation as a value.

Indeterminate values can also occur as a result of poorly chosen quant-
ity spaces. For example, when the calculated quantity space does not con-
tain the value 0p (Section 5.5.1). Consider the same example as above, but
in which Liquid� : Flowq : {Left to right,Stationaryp, Right to left}.
Without the value 0p, it is unclear whether the values in the quantity space
are positive or negative. Consequently, the reasoning engine cannot calcu-
late the value of flow. Similarly, when the calculated quantity has many
possible values, much inequality knowledge is required for the reasoning
engine to be able to calculate the exact value. That is, the modeller should
specify when the result of a calculation is above or below particular land-
marks.

name : 19. Indeterminate value for calculated quantities
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : For each of the possible values of a calculated quantity, can the

conditions be specified under which this value will result?
correction (if no): There are two possible corrections. Either, adapt the

quantity space so that the values correspond only to the possible de-
terminable outcomes of the calculation. Or, model the particular condi-
tions under which the mathematical expression results in each of the
values in the quantity space.

5.6 representing causality

The causal relations within a QR model determine how change is initiated
and how it propagates through a system (Section 3.3.3). The Garp3 QR form-
alism defines influences (e.g., Mortalityq I−→ Sizeq) and proportionalities (e.g.,
Sizeq P+→ Biomassq) as causal relations.

5.6.1 Proportionality or influence?

The difference between the proportionalities and influences is subtle, which
can make it difficult to use causal relations correctly in models. To deal
with this difficulty, we propose a rule of thumb that helps choose between
the two types of causality (Figure 49). Before discussing this rule of thumb,
consider first that only influences initiate change within a system, while
proportionalities only propagate change. Specifically, the magnitude of the
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source quantity of an influence determines the derivative of the target quant-
ity. As such, influences only cause change when the source quantity has a
non-zero magnitude value. Proportionalities on the other hand determine
the derivative of the target quantity based on the derivative of the source
quantity, and thus only change the derivative of the target quantity when
the source quantity is not steady.

Yes

Sq I+→ Tq

Given Sq[+, 0p] does
Tq change?

Assume causal relation
from Sq to Tq

Given Sq[0,+] does
Tq increase?

Does Tq increase?

No

Yes Yes

Sq I−→ Tq Sq P−→ TqSq P+→ Tq

No, it
decreases

No, it
decreases

1.

2. 3.

No causal relation
from Sq to Tq

No, it does not
necessarily change

Figure 49: Rule of thumb to decide, given a causal relation between a source (Sq) and
target quantity (Tq), whether it should be an influence or a proportionality.
The squares represent facts, the diamonds represent choice points, and the
arrows show the transitions from (and to) choice points.

The rule of thumb is shown in Figure 49. It assumes there is a causal
relation from the source to the target quantity (Sq and Tq), and that Sq is
the only quantity affecting Tq. The design considerations are as follows:

1. The first choice point differentiates between influences and propor-
tionalities. The conditions that allow the types of causality to be distin-
guished are the source quantity being above zero and steady (Sq[+, 0p]),
or being below zero and steady (Sq[−, 0p]). Under these conditions an
influence affects the target quantity, but a proportionality does not. At
this choice point, the modeller should decide whether Tq necessarily
changes or not. If Tq changes, quantity Sq must represents a process
rate, which means that an influence should be used, and choice point
two should be considered. Otherwise, the causal relation is a propor-
tionality, and choice point three is next.

2. Choice point two determines whether the influence is positive or neg-
ative. Given the original condition (Sq[+, 0p]), if δTq w N, the influ-
ence is positive (Sq I+→ Tq), while if δTq w H, the influence is negative
(Sq I−→ Tq).

3. Choice point three determines whether the proportionality is posit-
ive or negative, of if there is no causal relation at all. To determine
the type of proportionality (positive or negative), a condition is used
in which proportionalities propagate change, but influences have no
effect: Sq[0,+] (the alternative condition is Sq[0,−]). If Tq increases,
the proportionality is positive (Sq P+→ Tq), and if Tq decreases, the pro-
portionality is negative (Sq P−→ Tq). If Tq does not necessarily change
(δTqv w 0p), the initial assumption of a causal relation from Sq to Tq is
invalid, as neither type of causal relation affects Tq.
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Consider applying the rule of thumb in the following example. There is
water flowing from a tap into a bucket. The flow can cause the amount of
water in the bucket to increase, therefore we assume there must be a causal
relation from Flowq to Amountq. Should an influence or proportionality
be used? Consider that the flow is positive but not changing (Flowq[+, 0p]).
Since Amountq changes given this condition, the answer at choice point
one is yes (Figure 49). And in the second choice point, the answer to the
question whether Amountq increases is also yes. Consequently, there is a
positive influence from flow to amount (Flowq I+→Amountq).

The same rule of thumb can be used when considering the causal rela-
tion between the amount of water and the height of the water in the bucket
(Amountq and Heightq). Given an amount of water that is positive but
steady (Amountq[+, 0p]), the height does not change. Consequently, the an-
swer to the question at the first choice point is no, and choice point three
should be considered (Figure 49). Given that the bucket contains no water,
but is filling (Amountq[0p,+]), the height of the water will also increase.
Consequently, there is a positive proportionality from amount to height
(Amountq P+→ Heightq).

name : 20. Incorrect type of causality or spurious causal relation
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Does following the rule of thumb (Figure 49) result in the modelled

causal relation?
correction (if no): The incorrect causal relation is used, or a causal

relation is missing. Use the rule of thumb to determine the correct
type.

It is important to note that the rule of thumb has some limitations. First,
the rule of thumb detects some type of spurious relationships, but not all.
Second, the rule of thumb cannot be used to reliably detect missing causal
relations, as it will result in false positives. These limits are the result of the
nature of causality: "Empirically observed covariation is a necessary but not suffi-
cient condition for causality." (Tufte, 2003). That is, two quantities can correlate,
while not being directly causally related. There are three types of causation
that might potentially cause issues when applying the rule of thumb:

indirect causation is the case when two quantities are modelled to
directly affect each other, but are actually indirectly related. The rule
of thumb does not detect this error for both influences and propor-
tionalities, as indirect causation still requires necessary change. For
example, if there is a positive flow of water in a bucket, the height of
the liquid must still increase. Therefore, Flowq I+→Heightq will be con-
sidered correct by the rule of thumb, even though flow actually affects
Amountq. A similar argument can be made forAmountq P+→ Pressureq.

reversed causation means the direction of a causal relation is reversed.
For influences, the rule of thumb detects the error as a result of the
causal calculus. Consider if the causal relation in the water from the
tap example is reversed (Amountq I+→ Flowq). At choice point one, it
becomes clear that the relation should not be an influence. In choice
point three, Flowq does not necessarily change, which means there is
no causal relation from Amountq to Flowq.

For proportionalities, reversed causation can also detected be as an
error, even though the related quantities have equivalent behaviour.
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For example, consider reversed causation for the relation between the
pressure on the bottom of the container and the height of the liquid
column within it (Pressureq P+→ Heightq). At choice point three, if the
pressure increases, the height does not necessarily increase, as, for ex-
ample, the rise in pressure can be caused by an increasing temperat-
ure in a closed container. Consequently, the modelled causal relation
is considered incorrect.

common causation happens when two quantities are modelled as be-
ing causally related, but are actually affected by a third quantity. For
example, consider the following relation between biomass and (abso-
lute) natality20 (Biomassq P+→ Natalityq), where both quantities are
actually determined by the size of the population. This error can be
detected, as Natalityq does not necessarily increase as a result of an
increase in biomass (choice point three).

For influences, this error can also be detected as a result of the dif-
ference in meaning between the types of causality. If a quantity influ-
ences two other quantities, these quantities will behave as if they have
a proportionality between them. Consequently, modelling an influence
between these quantities will be determined as incorrect.

To conclude, modellers should note that the rule of thumb falsely con-
cludes that there is a missing causal relation between quantities that are
indirectly causally related. Moreover, when such relations are modelled, they
are determined to be correct. However, the rule of thumb provides functions
correctly in the case of common and reversed causation.

name : 21. Missing causal relation
characteristic : Completeness (no missing representations)
check : Does following the rule of thumb (Figure 49) result in a causal

relation where there is none, and is this not the result of a false positive
as described in Section 5.6.1?

correction (if yes): A causal relation is missing between the two quant-
ities and should be added.

5.6.2 Causal chains

Causal chains are defined as an influence followed by several proportionalit-
ies. They should be thought of a process initiating change that is propagated
through the system. A special case of a causal chain is one that implements a
loop of proportionalities, such as Aq P+→ Bq,Bq P+→ Cq,Cq P+→ Aq. Such loops
should be avoided, as the value of the derivatives of these quantities cannot
be derived. The reason is that to derive the derivative of one of the quant-
ities, the derivative of the quantity before it has to be known. However, to
determine that derivative, the derivative of the quantity before it in the loop
has to be known, etcetera.

name : 22. Loop of proportionalities
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : Is there a loop of proportionalities within the model?
correction (if yes): Break the loop of proportionalities by either remov-

ing a propertionality, or by replacing one (or more) by influences.
20Absolute natality is the total number of births for a population, while per capita natality

is the number of births per individual (Noble and Cowx, 2011).
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5.6.3 TIP: Feedback loops

A feedback loop in a system is a situation in which the effect of a pro-
cess, through propagation, will affect this same process. For example, the
ice-albedo feedback refers to the process of the melting (or cooling) of ice-
covered areas. Melting reduces the amount of ice, which reveals the darker
ground underneath, and reduces the albedo (reflection coefficient). As a
consequence, more solar energy is absorbed, which results in more warm-
ing, and thus of melting. Freezing, by contrast, increases the amount of ice,
which increases the albedo, and leads to further cooling. Feedback loops
are essential in explaining the behaviour of such systems, and as such are
important and frequently occurring patterns in most models.

A frequently asked question about QR models is whether feedback loops
are supported by the Garp3 formalism. The answer is yes. A feedback loop
is represented in the formalism by specifying an influence from a process
quantity to a target quantity and a proportionality from the target quantity
(possibly via multiple other proportionality-linked quantities) to the pro-
cess quantity. For example, consider a forest fire. The energy release of the
fire increases the amount of ignited material (Fire� : Energy releaseq I+→
Ignited materialq). Moreover, the more material that is ignited, the more
energy is released by the fire (Ignited materialq P+→ Energy releaseq). This
pattern captures the feedback loop in the system.

Different types of feedback can be distinguished. Positive feedback loops,
or reinforcing loops, amplify the change caused by the initial quantity. For
example, natality and population size form a positive feedback loop (Natalityq
I+→ Sizeq and Sizeq P+→ Natalityq). Natality increases the size of the pop-
ulation, which in turn results in a higher number of individuals being
born per unit of time. Negative feedback loops, or balancing loops, con-
trol change. For example, mortality and population size form a negative
feedback loop (Mortalityq I−→ Sizeq and Sizeq P+→Mortalityq). Mortality
decreases the size of the population, which in turn results in less individu-
als dying per unit of time. Feedback loops can be further categorized into
direct (or simple) feedback loops and indirect (or delayed) feedback loops
(Salles et al., 2009, 2012c). Direct feedback loops consist of a quantity influ-
encing another quantity and the change immediately propagating back to
the source quantity (such as in the examples above). In indirect feedback
loops, the change propagates to other quantities before affecting the source
quantity (e.g., Flowq I−→Amountq P+→ Heightq P+→ Pressureq P+→ Flowq).

5.6.4 TIP: Dealing with multiple competing causal dependencies

Many real-world problems involve multiple processes affecting single quant-
ities. Although the effect of two competing influences of different types can
be determined through a single inequality, the more general case with mul-
tiple causal dependencies is more intricate. An example is two influences
of the same type (both positive or both negative) affecting a single quantity.
Consider the effects of CO2 release from the ocean (which can be negative to
model the absorption of CO2 by the ocean) and the burning of fossils fuels
on the CO2 concentration in the air. Given a situation in which the ocean
is absorbing CO2 (Releaseqv [−, 0p] I+→ Air� : Concentrationqv [+, ?]) and the
burning of fossil fuels is adding CO2 to the air (Burningq[+, 0p] I+→ Air� :

Concentration
q
v [+, ?]), the derivative value of concentration is ambiguous.
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Inequality knowledge between concentration and burning will not resolve
the ambiguity.21

A general pattern that can be used to determine the result of compet-
ing causal relations is an inequality between the sum of all quantities with
positive effect on a target quantity (Tq) and the sum of all quantities with
negative effects on it. For example, the target quantity increases when:

∑

{Xq
v |Xq I+→ Tq}

>
∑

{Xq
v |Xq I−→ Tq}

, in which Xq is a variable quantity.

In the example, the knowledge that Releaseq + Burningqv < 0 allows
δConcentration

q
v w H to be inferred. If the effects of photosynthesis are

also considered (Photosynthesisq I−→ Concentrationq), the ambiguity can
again be resolved when an inequality in the form of the pattern is known
(e.g., Releaseqv +Burning

q
v < Photosynthesis

q
v results in δConcentrationqv

w H).
The inequality pattern describes the knowledge that is needed to determ-

ine the effect of multiple causal relations. Modellers can explicitly specify
such inequalities (for example in a scenario), to describe a particular state
of the system. This results in the influenced quantity having a known (non-
ambiguous) derivative.

5.6.5 Mixing different types of causality

A quantity affected by both a proportionality and an influence with oppos-
ing effects will always have an ambiguous derivative. The qualitative cal-
culus that is part of the Garp3 formalism does not define how the effects
of such causal relations should be combined. However, within our model-
ling experience, we have never found such a combination of causal relations
to be correct. Consequently, mixing different types of causal dependencies
should be avoided. This rule is known as the homogeneous influences adequacy
constraint (Rickel and Porter, 1997).

name : 23. Mixing types of causal relations
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : Is the quantity affected by both an influence and a proportionality?
correction (if yes): Remove causal relations until the quantity is only

affected by causal relations of the same type.

5.7 inequalities and correspondences

Inequalities (Section 3.3.4) can be used to specify ordinal relations between
current magnitudes (e.g., Photosynthesisqv < Respiration

q
v ), possible mag-

nitude values (e.g., Natalityq(Maximump) < Mortalityq(Maximump)),
mathematical expressions (e.g.,Natalityqv + Immigration

q
v > Mortality

q
v +

Emigration
q
v ) and combinations of these model ingredients (e.g., Sizeqv >

Sizeq(0p)). They can similarly be used for derivatives. Value assignments can
be understood as syntactic sugar for inequalities (Section 3.3.4), and cor-
respondences (e.g., Amountq(0p) V→Heightq(0p)) cause new value assign-
ments to be derived (Section 3.3.5).

21The knowledge needed is whether the absolute magnitude value of release is bigger
than the absolute magnitude value of burning (

∣∣Releaseqv ∣∣ >
∣∣δBurningqv ∣∣), or smaller

(
∣∣Releaseqv ∣∣ <

∣∣δBurningqv ∣∣). In the former case, δConcentrationqv w H, while in the
latter case δConcentrationqv w N. However, representing absolute values directly is not
possible in the Garp3 formalism.
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5.7.1 Confusing correspondences and inequalities

Correspondences specify that two values co-occur, while equalities indicate
that the numerical value of two values are the same (but do not necessarily
co-occur). For example, Population� : Sizeq(0p) V→ Natalityq(0p) indic-
ates that the birth rate of a population is zero, when the size of the popula-
tion is zero. Population� : Sizeq(0p) = Natalityq(0p) designates that the
value 0p in the quantity space of Sizeq is the same as the value 0p in the
quantity space of Natalityq (which is a superfluous statement, as unlike
other values, all occurrences of 0p are defined to be equal, Section 5.5.1).

name : 24. Wrongly placed correspondence
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Should the values, that are related through a correspondence, co-

occur in each state (in which the model fragment becomes active)?
correction (if no): The correspondence should be removed.

name : 25. Missing correspondence
characteristic : Completeness (no missing representations)
check : Should the values, which are not related through a correspondence,

co-occur in each state (in which the model fragment becomes active)?
correction (if yes): A correspondence should be added.

name : 26. Wrongly placed equality
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Are the values numerically equal?
correction (if no): The equality should be removed.

5.7.2 TIP: Difference between inequalities in scenarios and model fragments

Modellers are sometimes surprised why binary inequalities (or value assign-
ments), which are specified in a scenario, do not persist throughout the sim-
ulation.22 The reason is that inequalities are potentially only valid within the
initial states. They can freely change in subsequent states. By contrast, con-
sequential inequalities are valid in every state in which the model fragment
is active. As such, it is possible for such inequalities to persist throughout
the simulation.

5.7.3 TIP: Sources of inconsistencies

Inconsistencies within the Garp3 reasoning engine are always the result of
conflicting inequalities (Section 3.5). As such, to understand inconsistencies,
it is helpful to know how each of the terms in the formalism, and the rules
in the reasoning engine, allows new inequalities to be inferred.

22In the Garp3 formalism, inequalities between mathematical expressions are currently per-
sistent, as they might represent equations that are part of theories. Consider for example the
calculation in the communicating vessels model (Section 5.5.10) : Liquid� : Flowqv =
Liquid�(Left) : Pressureqv − Liquid�(Right) : Pressureqv . This equation should
persist throughout the simulation. Adding transition rules to the reasoning engine for such
mathematical expression would allow the inequality to change (e.g., from = to >), which is
undesirable. To allow transitions of composite inequalities that describe the current system
state in the Garp3 formalism, a distinction between persistent and non-persistent inequalities
is required. This would allow inequalities that are part of theories to persist, while allowing
system state inequalities to change.
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Determining which inequalities are inconsistent can be difficult, as the
conflicting inequalities can be the result of hundreds of reasoning steps.23

Automatically determining which model ingredients are the culprit and pro-
posing possible repairs are complete research topics by themselves. The
following is a list of sources of inequalities that should be checked when
searching for the cause of an inconsistency:

• Consequential magnitude (or derivative) value assignments in model
fragments (or scenarios). A value assignment on a point is translated
into an equality statement indicating that the quantity magnitude is
equal to that point value. A value assignment on an interval is trans-
lated into potentially two inequalities: (1) the quantity magnitude is
smaller than point value above the interval (if it exists), and (2) the
quantity magnitude is greater than the point value below the interval
(if it exists).

• Consequential inequalities explicitly represented in model fragments
(or scenarios).

• Inequalities resulting from the calculations.

• Inequalities caused by correspondences. When a correspondence be-
comes active, it can be considered to derive a new value assignment,
which is then translated into inequalities.

• Inequalities resulting from determining causal effects (Section 3.5.1).
The result of resolving influences and proportionalities is a set of value
assignments indicating whether quantities are increasing, steady or
decreasing (or ambiguous). These value assignment are translated into
inequalities.

• Inequalities resulting from exogenous quantity behaviour (Section 3.1),
which can be specified for specific quantities in scenarios. For example,
a quantity can increase, change randomly, or move sinusoidally. It is
also possible to generate all the possible magnitudes of a quantity.
Within the reasoning engine, exogenous quantity behaviour can be
considered a form of value assignment, and therefore not part of the
determine causal effects reasoning step (Section 3.5). As such, causal rela-
tions (or inequalities) on an exogenously behaving quantity are likely
to produce inconsistencies at some moment in the simulation.

• Another source of facts are the internal reasoning engine rules. These
engine rules impose constraints through inequalities. The most import-
ant rules to consider are the quantity constraints and the continuity
constraint.

– The quantity constraints specify that each quantity has to have a
value within its quantity space. This is usually represented by
two inequalities on the extreme values of the quantity space. The
first indicates that the quantity has a value greater or equal to its
lowest value, and the second indicates that it has a value smaller
or equal to its highest value. Such inequalities are only derived
when the extreme values are points. When an extreme value is an
interval, the quantity is considered to be open-ended on that side

23The simulation tracer in Garp3 and DynaLearn can be used to show (parts of) these
reasoning steps (Section 3.1).
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of the quantity space. Inconsistencies occur when modelled or
derived inequalities conflict with quantity constraints (e.g., Sec-
tion 5.5.10).

– The continuity constraint is a transition rule that indicates that a
magnitude or derivative has to gradually change, e.g., a deriv-
ative cannot change from increasing to decreasing without first
becoming steady (Section 3.5.1). For a derivative this would res-
ult in an inequality that indicates that the derivative is smaller or
equal to zero when a quantity is decreasing. An example of when
the continuity rule can cause conflicts is when the dominating re-
lation in a pair of opposing influences disappears. The result is
that the derivative value jumps from increasing to decreasing (or
visa versa) without going through zero.

• A special source of inequalities are the simulation preferences (Sec-
tion 3.1). The most notable to consider are the two extreme value rules.

– The Apply quantity space constraints on extreme values rule indic-
ates that the quantities cannot increase (δQqv 6 0) in their top
magnitude value (if it is a point), and cannot decrease (δQq > 0)
in their bottom magnitude value (if it is a point). This rule applies
to all extreme point values except zero.

– The Apply quantity space constrains on zero as extreme value applies
the Apply quantity space constrains on extreme values rule when zero
is an extreme point in a quantity space.

5.7.4 Value assignments on derivatives

A frequently occuring source of inconsistencies is the specification of deriv-
ative values. Such specifications can occur as value assignments (or inequal-
ities) on derivative values in scenarios, or as their consequential versions in
model fragments. The problem with such hard-coded values is that derivat-
ive values are meant to be derived through causal reasoning. If the specified
and the derived values conflict, there is an inconsistency.

name : 27. Value assignments on derivatives
characteristic : Correctness (inconsistency)
check : Are there inequalities or value assignments on derivative values?
correction (if yes): Remove the inequalities or value assignments on

the derivatives.

5.7.5 TIP: Successor states without correspondences

A frequently occuring reason for a large number of states is non-corresponding
quantities. Consider that all changing quantities in a point value will change
to an interval value in the next state due to the epsilon ordering rule (which
indicates that changes from a point value to an interval are immediate).
Given a state in which quantities all have interval values, often a large num-
ber of successor states results if the quantities do not correspond in certain
way. The reason is that for each quantity it is possible for it to either change
or remain the same. Consequently, there is a successor state for each combin-
ation of changing and unchanging quantities. The number of possible com-
binations is 2n. However, the combination in which no quantities change is
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not a successor state, but the state itself. As such, for a single state the num-
ber of successor states (s) given a number on non-corresponding changing
quantities (q) can be calculated though s = 2q − 1.

5.8 model fragments and scenarios

Model fragments are representations of parts of domain theories (Section 3.3.6).
They consist of model ingredients that are either conditional or consequen-
tial. A scenario describes a particular state of the system, and consists of only
consequences. Note that, although errors generally apply to both model
fragments and scenarios, of the errors that are described in this section (27

through 30), only error 28 applies to scenarios (Section 5.8.2).

5.8.1 Repetition within model fragments

Model fragments allow for reuse within a QR model. To allow for easier
maintenance and reuse, it is good practice to keep model fragments min-
imal is size. This can be called the ’single idea per model fragment’ rule, which
assures that each model fragment represents a "knowledge chunk" (Salles and
Bredeweg, 1997) of a larger domain theory. These minimal model fragments
can be reused either by creating child model fragments, or by directly im-
porting them in other model fragments.

name : 28. Repetition within model fragments
characteristic : Parsimony (no repetition)
check : Do parts of the model reoccur in model fragments?
correction (if yes): Isolate the repeating part of the model in a model

fragment, and replace each repetition by reusing the newly defined
model fragment.

5.8.2 Structurally incomplete system descriptions

The structural aspects within a scenario or model fragment are sometimes
not connected. This should be considered a mistake. Within a scenario, the
structure identifies a particular system. Unconnected parts should be con-
sidered separate systems, and therefore modelled within different scenarios.
Similarly, in a model fragment the structural ingredients identify the class
of system to which the model fragment applies. Structurally disconnected
parts should be considered separate parts of a theory and modelled in dif-
ferent model fragments.

name : 29. Scenario/Model fragment: Structurally incomplete system descrip-
tions

characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments
and completeness (conceptual decomposition)

check : Is each entity (or agent) connected to another entity (or agent) via
a sequence of configurations? (no)

correction (if no): Either add configurations until all parts are connec-
ted, or represent each part as a separate model fragment or scenario.
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5.8.3 Non-firing model fragments

Modellers frequently ask why certain model fragments do not become act-
ive during simulation. Modellers usually know that the reason is that certain
conditions in their model fragments are not fulfilled by the state. However,
their real question is how they can determine which conditions are not ful-
filled. In many cases, there is a mismatch between the model fragment and
the state (or scenario). For example, the direction of a configuration is re-
versed. Our advice is to rebuild the state as a scenario and try to run the
simulation. Usually the mismatch is detected in this process.

name : 30. Non-firing model fragments
characteristic : Parsimony (reasoning relevance)
check : Are there model fragments that never become active?
correction (if yes): The conditions of the model fragment should be

adapted so that it becomes active during some simulations.

5.8.4 Miscategorized model fragments

The Garp3 QR formalism distinguishes static, process and agent model frag-
ments (Section 3.3.6). A possible error is that model fragments are repres-
ented using the wrong type of model fragment. Static fragments cannot
contain influences or agents, process fragments should contain at least one
influence, but no agents, and agent fragments should contain at least one
agent. Both Garp3 and DynaLearn prevent the inclusion of model ingredi-
ents that are illegal in particular types of model fragments, however it is
possible for a modeller to refrain from including model ingredients that are
supposed to be included. Consequently, it is possible to have a process frag-
ment without an influence, or an agent fragment without an agent, which
are cases of the miscategorized model fragment error.

name : 31. Miscategorized model fragments
characteristic : Correctness (conformance to ontological commitments)
check : Does the model fragment fulfil any of the following conditions: (1)

contain an agent, but is not an agent fragment, (2) contain an influence
and no agent, but is not a process fragment, (3) contains neither agent
nor influence, but is not a static fragment?

correction (if yes): Change the parent of the model fragment so it be-
comes a model fragment of the correct type.

5.8.5 TIP: Using conditional value assignments and inequalities

Model fragments consisting of only conditional value assignments or in-
equalities (while importing the rest of their content from parent model frag-
ments) can be useful in models. There are three main purposes. First, such
model fragments can be used to classify particular states, such as phases of
development of an ecosystem (Salles and Bredeweg, 2003). Second, only ex-
plicitly modelled inequalities are shown in the equation history (Figure 12),
as hundreds of inequalities are derived during reasoning. Model fragments
with only conditional inequalities are a way to have such inequalities appear
in the simulation results. Third, the reasoning engine automatically assumes
a conditional inequality (or value assignment) if it cannot be derived (Sec-
tion 3.5.1). As such, model fragments with conditional value assignments
can be used to have the reasoning engine "try" certain values for quantities.
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5.9 running simulations

During the modelling process, simulations are run to investigate the implic-
ations of the knowledge expressed in the model. There are several issues
that can become apparent during simulation.

5.9.1 Unknown quantity values in simulations

When models are simulated, it is possible that magnitude and derivative
values of quantities are missing. This is caused by the model being under-
specified, which results in the reasoning engine missing constraints to derive
the values. Possible causes for missing magnitude values are missing value
assignments on magnitude values in scenarios or missing constraints on cal-
culated magnitude values (e.g., the inequality Pressure1qv > Pressure2

q
v to

calculate Liquid flowqv = Pressure1
q
v − Pressure2qv ). For calculated mag-

nitude values, it is also possible that the chosen quantity space is too large
given the constraints (e.g., if Liquid flowq ∈ {Maximum rightp,Left to
right, 0p, Right to left,Maximum leftp}, the inequality Pressure1

q
v >

Pressure2
q
v does not provide enough constraining power to calculate Liquid

flow
q
v ). In such cases, either the quantity space should be reduced, or con-

straints should be added that allow the magnitude value to be calculated
(e.g., in child model fragments that indicate under which conditions certain
values occur). Missing derivative values are typically caused by an incom-
plete causal model in which either change is not propagated to a quantity
due to missing proportionalities, or a direct influence on the quantity miss-
ing.

name : 32. Unknown quantity values in simulations
characteristic : Completeness (no unassigned variables)
check : Do any of the quantities have unassigned magnitude or derivative

values in particular states?
correction (if yes): For missing magnitude values, make sure they are

properly assigned in the scenario or calculated using mathematical ex-
pressions. For missing derivative values, make sure they are determ-
ined by causal relations.

5.9.2 TIP: Maximum simulation result

Modellers tend to underestimate the number of states a QR model can po-
tentially generate. The maximum number of states that a model can generate
is equal to the Cartesian product of the values in the quantity spaces of all
the quantities in a model:
n∏

i=1

|iq|× |δiq| , in which n is the total number of quantities in the simulation.

Explained in words, the equation calculates the potential number of states
in two steps. First, multiply the number of values in the magnitude quantity
space (|iq|) by the number of values in the derivative quantity space (|δiq|)
for each of the quantities in the simulation. Second, multiply the results of
each of these multiplications. The result is the potential number of states in
the simulation. Note that this is a worst-case estimate that does not occur in
practice, as each dependency between quantities constrains the state graph.
Within Garp3 and DynaLearn, the derivative quantity space is predefined,
and therefore |δiq| = 3.
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Consider a model with 10 quantities with three possible magnitude val-
ues. A simulation can potentially generate (3x3)10 = 3486784401 states.
Note that this number includes only the possible states due to different
magnitude and derivative values and does not include states due to differ-
ent inequalities. So even more states are possible. The take-home message is
that modellers should limit the amount of quantities within a model to those
that are essential, as adding one extra quantity to a model can potentially
mean about an order of magnitude more states (|iq|× 3).

5.9.3 No states

A simulation that produces no states occurs as a result of an inconsistency
in the initial state(s). The initial state is a combination of the scenario and
the model fragments that match this scenario. Consequently, the inconsist-
ency can be caused by model ingredients from different sources. First, the
scenario can be internally inconsistent. Second, details in the scenario can
be inconsistent with consequences in an active model fragment. Third, an
active model fragment can be internally inconsistent. Fourth, multiple active
model fragments contain model ingredients that together are inconsistent.

An effective way of identifying the cause of the inconsistency is by making
all model fragments inactive.24 Running the simulation with the scenario
should result in at least one state that corresponds to the scenario. If not,
the scenario is internally inconsistent and should be altered. By gradually re-
activating each of the model fragments and running simulations, the model
fragment(s) responsible for the inconsistency can be found.

name : 33. Simulation of scenario produces no states
characteristic : Correctness (consistency)
check : Are there scenarios that produce no states when simulated?
correction (if yes): Resolve the inconsistency using the method pro-

posed above.

5.9.4 Dead-ends in state graphs

Simulations sometimes produce a state graph with end states that should
have successors. Such end states are called dead-ends. For example, an end
state in which Size

q
v [Positive,N] and Sizeq ∈ {0p,Positive,Maximump}

should result in a successor state in which Sizeqv w Sizeq(Maximump).
Dead-ends are caused by an inconsistency in the potential successor state(s).

To resolve this inconsistency, a scenario that is equivalent to the missing suc-
cessor state can be created. Due to the inconsistency, simulating this scenario
should result in no states. To resolve the inconsistency, the debugging tactic
for dealing with no states can be followed (Section 5.9.3).

name : 34. Dead-ends in state graph
characteristic : Correctness (consistency)
check : Are there end states in which quantities should still change values?
correction (if yes): Resolve the inconsistency that prevents the successor(s)

of the dead-end to be generated.

24Garp3 and DynaLearn allows modellers to deactivate model fragments in the model frag-
ment hierarchy editor. Deactivated model fragments are ignored by the reasoning engine.
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5.9.5 Not all required states

Sometimes simulations do not generate all the required states. One tactic
to make the model generate these required states is creating scenarios that
corresponds to required states. If no states are generated during simulation,
there is an inconsistency that has to be resolved. If the required state is cor-
rectly generated, modellers should create a scenario that represents a prede-
cessor state and determine if both these required states are generated.25 This
process of working backwards should be repeated until a state is reached
that was generated by the initial scenario (which did not generate the re-
quired states). When completed, this tactic should allow the simulation of
the original scenario to generate the required states.

name : 35. Missing required state in state graph
characteristic : Correctness (consistency)
check : Is there a valid state missing from the simulation?
correction (if yes): Use the procedure described to allow the simula-

tion to generate the missing state.

5.9.6 Constraining behaviour to remove incorrect states

Simulating a model can result in a state graph that is too large to manu-
ally analyse (Section 5.9.2). Consequently, it is essential that a model’s beha-
viour is constrained so that only required states are generated. All depend-
encies between quantities can be thought of as constraining the potential
state graph. There are two relations that are particularly useful to constrain
behaviour.

First, correspondences can strongly reduce potential state graphs. Quant-
ity correspondences assure that particular values of two quantities always
co-occur. Combining a quantity correspondence with a proportionality res-
ults in even stronger constraints and is a frequently used pattern in models.
Given two non-corresponding quantities, each combination of magnitude
values is possible. Adding a correspondence assures that only each corres-
ponding pair of values is possible. Also adding a proportionality removes
the potential of the two quantities changing independently of each other
(assuming that there is no other causal dependency on the affected quant-
ity). This combination of ingredients makes quantities behave equivalently,
and thus allows them to be counted as a single quantity for purposes of
determining the maximum number of states (Section 5.9.2).

Inequality statements also help constrain the behaviour.26 For example,
specifying that birth and death rates are above zero when the population
size is above zero prevents certain behaviour from being simulated. For
purposes of simulation it might also be insightful to specify fixed values
or ranges for quantities. These can be modelled by adding new model frag-
ments that indicate that if a specific assumption is made, certain (in)equalities
are true for quantities. For example, in the R-star model (Nuttle et al., 2005),
when the assumption ’Limited resource build-up’ holds, the resources avail-
able to the plant population are smaller or equal to medium.

name : 36. Incorrect state in state graph

25Garp3 and DynaLearn allow the termination nodes (potential successor states) to be visual-
ised, which can be helpful in determining why successor states are not generated.

26Modellers should take note that constraints should be meaningful from a domain per-
spective.
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characteristic : Completeness (no missing representations)
check : Is there an incorrect state in the simulation result?
correction (if yes): Add dependencies, such as inequalities or corres-

pondences, to remove the incorrect state.

5.9.7 TIP: Keeping manageable simulations during modelling

An important part of modelling is making sure that the simulation results
are correct. Particularly beginning modellers often make the mistake of try-
ing to build a complete model before simulating it. Such models tend to
generate many states and contain inconsistencies. This makes troubleshoot-
ing difficult, as there are many details in the model from which these is-
sues can originate. Moreover, modellers tend to run full simulations instead
of running step-by-step simulations (a software feature). This can be prob-
lematic for two reasons. First, generating thousands of states can be time-
consuming. This means that troubleshooting, which typically consists of
multiple rounds of model adjustments and simulations, takes unnecessarily
long. Second, it is difficult for a modeller to analyse a large number of states
to determine whether the simulation results have improved.

To keep the cost of development low, it is good practice to detect and fix
issues early (Boehm and Papaccio, 1988). For simulation models, the follow-
ing guidelines help to keep simulations manageable. First, models should
be simulated often and checked for correctness. Issues should be fixed when
detected. Second, simulation should be performed step-by-step, as this typ-
ically quickly shows the sources of combinatorial explosions of states. Third,
model fragments should be tested using custom scenarios. These scenarios
can function as test cases to determine whether parts of the model function
correctly. Such scenarios are especially valuable when models should be re-
evaluated, such as after changing the simulation preferences (Section 3.1) or
when a new version of the software includes new or improved reasoning.27

5.10 actuator patterns

The identified potential errors within models, which are part of the mod-
elling error catalogue, and the modelling actions towards remedying these
errors, are discussed in the sections until now. This section discusses fre-
quently occurring patterns that have proven useful in modelling.

Conceptually, changes in systems should either be caused by processes
active in the system or by forces outside the system. Several frequently oc-
curring patterns can be used to initiate change in a QR model. We call these
actuator patterns, since they put the system into action.

5.10.1 Process actuator

Processes represent causes of change within a system. Consider the Natal-
ity process of a population (Natalityq I+→ Sizeq). There are three variations
of this actuator pattern that are commonly used. In the simplest variation,
the natality rate is assigned a positive magnitude and a steady derivative

27Note that model fragments might lack actuator patterns that drive simulations (Sec-
tion 5.10). To test such model fragments, assumptions and value assignments, or exogenous
quantity behaviour, can be used to assure that there are no unknown quantity values (Sec-
tion 5.9.1). To assure that the possible behaviour allowed by the model fragment is fully ex-
plored, exogenous quantity behaviour can be used to generate all possible values for quantities.
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through consequential value assignments (Figure 50). A drawback is that
the natality of the population cannot change, and therefore can never be-
come zero.

Population

Size

Zp
Plus
Zero

Natality !

Zp
Plus
Zero

Figure 50: Process actuator variation 1 implemented in learning space 4 (Section 4.8).

To resolve the issue of the natality being unable to become zero, a feed-
back can be added between the size of the population and its natality rate
(Sizeq P+→ Natalityq, Figure 51), leading to a variation of the first pattern.
Consequently, the value assignment on δNatalityq is not needed any more.
Note that adding the propertionality assumes that Natalityq represents
absolute natality, and not natality per capita (Noble and Cowx, 2011).

Population

Size

Zp
Plus
Zero

Natality

Zp
Plus
Zero

Figure 51: Process actuator variation 2 implemented in learning space 4 (Section 4.8).

The third variation removes the need for the value assignment onNatalityq

(Figure 52). In the NatalityMF model fragment a correspondence is added
to indicate that a non-existing population has no natality, and that every
population bears at least some children (Sizeq Q→ Natalityq). Note that this
variation of the pattern makes it impossible to have an existing population
with no natality.

Population

Population
Population

Size

Zp
Plus
Zero

Natality

Zp
Plus
Zero

Figure 52: Process actuator variation 3 implemented in learning space 6 (Sec-
tion 4.10). Note that this model requires a scenario in which the initial
size of the population is specified.
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5.10.2 External actuator pattern

The external actuator pattern models processes or effects of processes from
outside the system. The patterns consists of an agent representing the source
of the effect, and an associated quantity which represents an exogenous
variable. "Human modelers treat a variable as exogenous only if it is approxim-
ately independent of the other variables in the model." (Rickel and Porter, 1997).
Garp3 allows exogenous quantity behaviour to be specified for quantities
(Section 3.1, (Bredeweg et al., 2007b)), which allows modellers to indicate
that a quantity is increasing, decreasing, steady, sinusoidal, parabolic, or be-
haves randomly. Sinusoidal behaviour is used for cycles, such as day-night
cycles, tides (e.g., monthly), and precipitation (e.g., yearly), while random
behaviour is used for quantity behaviour that might unexpectedly change
(e.g., rainfall over a shorter period of time).

There are two variants of the external actuator pattern. Each variant con-
sists of an agent with an associated quantity, but differ due to the type of
causal relation used. In the first variant, an external process is represented
by a quantity that is combined with an influence. The influencing exogenous
quantity tends to be set using a value assignment (as in the process actuator
pattern), with the derivative being either set or determined by a feedback
relation. The second variant models the effects of external processes using
an exogenous quantity and a proportionality. These external processes are
often determined by giving the quantity an exogenous behaviour.

The choice between the two variants depends on what the exogenous
quantity should do. For example, when the exogenous quantity fully de-
termines a quantity in the system (e.g., with two corresponding large quant-
ity spaces), using a proportionality is more appropriate. For example, the
nutrient run-off caused by farming fully determines the nutrient level in
the Danube river and delta (Figure 53a) (Cioaca et al., 2009). In contrast, an
influence is used when an exogenous process is deemed important to ex-
plicitly represent. For example, economic development activities increasing
the number of anglers (Figure 53b) (Noble et al., 2009).

5.10.3 Equilibrium seeking mechanisms

The equilibrium seeking mechanism pattern represents an equalizing flow
due to a difference. For example, heat exchange between two objects with
different temperatures, or a liquid flow equalizing the pressures in the com-
municating vessels system. Key in this pattern is the flow, which is determ-
ined by the difference between two state variables, e.g., of the temperat-
ures of two objects (Temperature1qv − Temperature2qv = Heat flowqv , Fig-
ure 54). The heat flow reduces the heat from one object, and transfers it to
the other (Heat flowq I−→Heat1q, Heat flowq I+→Heat2q).28 The changes in
heat propagate to the temperature of the objects (Heat1q P+→ Temperature1q,
Heat2q P+→ Temperature2q ). Finally, the temperatures also determine how
the flow changes. If the temperature of the first object increases, the flow will
increase (Temperature1q P+→ Heat flowq), while if the temperature of the
second object increases, the flow decreases (Temperature2q P−→ Heat flowq).
In the communicating vessels model, the pressure quantities determine the
flow, while the flow changes the amount of water in the containers through
influences.

28Heat flow is typically called heat transfer or heat exchange.
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River
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(a) The Nutrient run off by farming model frag-
ment in (Cioaca et al., 2009).
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(b) The Fishery management (anglers) model fragment in (Noble et al., 2009).

Figure 53: Occurrences of the external actuator pattern in models developed in
Garp3 (Chapter 3.1), which is equivalent to learning space 6 (Section 4.10).
Note that for simplicity some ingredients in the model fragments have
been hidden (a software feature). The colour coding of hidden ingredi-
ents is explained in Table 1.
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Figure 54: A heat flow model implemented in learning space 4 (Section 4.8) using
the equilibrium seeking mechanism pattern.
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5.10.4 Competing processes

The competing processes pattern consists of two or more interacting influ-
ences that model competing processes. For example, consider the natality,
mortality, immigration and emigration rates for a population (Figure 55).
The processes influence a single quantity, in this case the size of the pop-
ulation (e.g., Natalityq I+→ Sizeq, Mortalityq I−→ Sizeq). According to the
model, there are also feedbacks: a larger population means a larger birth
rate (Sizeq P+→ Natalityq) and a larger death rate (Sizeq P+→ Mortalityq).
More details on how to deal with these kinds of interactions is explained
in Section 5.6.4. The mentioned examples come from the ’Single population
model with basic processes’ model which is provided with the Ants’ Garden
model (Salles et al., 2006).29

Population

Assume constant immigration

Size

Zp
Plus
Zero

Natality

Zp
Plus
Zero

Mortality

Zp
Plus
Zero

Immigration !

Zp
Plus
Zero

Emigration

Zp
Plus
Zero

Figure 55: A population model implemented in learning space 4 (Section 4.8) using
the competing processes pattern.

5.11 a qualitative reasoning model quality measure

The modelling practice described in this chapter are a means to detect and
correct issues in QR models. This section uses the modelling practice to
develop quality measures for the different aspects of a model, and a metric
that reflects a model’s overall quality. Such a metric can function as a grade
within education, or as a means to assess whether a model is of adequate
quality for publication. Our proposal for evaluation categories and their
relative weights is shown in Table 6. The overall quality metric results in a
score between 0 and 100, which, when interpreted as a percentage, and can
be easily converted to other grade ranges.

Establishing quality metrics is difficult (Section 5.2.4), hence a number
of considerations went into the development of our evaluation framework.
One issue is that the identified model error types constitute only the veri-
fication part of a model evaluation. The validation part, which tests the
adequacy of the model as a domain representation to accomplish a particu-

29http://www.Garp3.org/models/

http://www.Garp3.org/models/
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Evaluation categories Subcategories Weight

Verification:
Model errors (50%)

Structure 10.00%

Quantities 5.00%

Quantity spaces 5.00%

Causality 10.00%

Inequalities and
correspondences

5.00%

Model fragments 5.00%

Simulations 10.00%

Validation: adequate domain
representation for goal (25%)

Correctness 10.00%

Completeness 10.00%

Parsimonious 5.00%

Validation:
Communication (25%)

Layout of the model 5.00%

Documentation 20.00%

Table 6: Model evaluation categories and weights.

lar goal is more subjective in nature. How particular evaluation categories
are weighted is also subjective. To minimize the potential for contention
about the overall quality metric we take the position that 50% (or more) of
the overall quality measure should be based on objective criteria: the mod-
elling practice. The other half of the weight is meant for model validation
and is equally distributed between how well the model functions as a do-
main representation for a particular goal, and how well the model suites
communication. In fact, the validation of the model as a means of communic-
ation has been given a separate category. The reason is that understanding
and communication are considered the main purpose of conceptual mod-
els (Mylopoulos, 1992). This is especially so in educational and scientific
contexts.

The model errors category consists of subcategories that reflect the dif-
ferent representations within a qualitative model (and correspond to the or-
ganisation of the model error types in this chapter). Their individual scores
provide useful information about which elements of a model a modeller
should improve and potentially which aspects of the modeller’s modelling
expertise should be further refined. The subcategories structure, quantit-
ies and their quantity spaces, causality and simulations are deemed to be
equally important and have a weight of 10%. Inequalities and correspond-
ences, and model fragments are of secondary importance and given a weight
of 5%.

Given the proposed weights, how should a metric be determined based on
the number of issues within a model? Such a metric should both reflect those
things that have been done correctly and the errors that have been made.
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This is particularly important within an education context, as students need
to learn both from the errors that they have made, and be motivated by
those aspects of modelling that they have done correctly. Consequently, the
model errors metric is based on the number of errors as a fraction of the
total number of ingredients in that subcategory. This results in the following
calculations:30

Structure score = 100× #entity + configuration definitions − #structure issues
#entity + configuration definitions

Quantities score = 100× #quantity definitions − #quantity issues
#quantity definitions

Quantity spaces
score

= 100× #quantity space definitions − #quantity space issues
#quantity space definitions

Causality score = 100× #causal relations − #causality issues
#causal relations

Inequalities (ineq)
and correspondences
(corr) score

= 100× #ineq + corr − #ineq + corr issues
#ineq + corr

Model fragments
score

= 100× #model fragments − #model fragment issues
#model fragments

Simulation score = 100× #states − #simulation issues
#states

To ease the evaluation of a model a modelling issue checklist and a mod-
elling issue answer sheet are provided in Appendix A.

The choices for the equations were based on a number of considerations.
First, something is counted as an error if it requires a single correction. As
such, the repeated reuse of an entity that is not conceptually decomposed
counts as a single error, as only one change is required to resolve the prob-
lem. Repeated errors of the same type are counted as individual errors, how-
ever their impact on the final score is limited due to the division by the total
number of ingredients. This design choice is reflected in the equations by
basing the scores for structure, quantities and quantity spaces on model in-
gredient definitions, and not the construct ingredients based on them, and
on particular occurrences of relations for causality, inequalities and corres-
pondences.

Second, mistakes in smaller model should be penalized more heavily,
while mistakes in larger models should penalized less. The rationale is that
larger models contain more ingredients, and thus the chance of making mis-
takes also increases. This choice is captured by basing the scores on the ratio
between the correctly modelled part of the model and the whole model.

A potential drawback of this approach is that having no ingredients for a
particular score (or an empty model) results in 0/0, which is indeterminate.
To accommodate this problem, a requirement can be specified about the
content of a model. For example, in a modelling course for novices, a typical
requirement is that a model should contain at least two processes. Failing

30Three things should be noted about the equations: First, the equations can be
simplified. For example, the structure score equation can be rewritten as 100 × (1 −

#structure issues
#entity + configuration definitions

). The current form of the equations is maintained to show

that the scores are based on the ratio between the correctly modelled part of the model and
the whole model. Second, when the numerator becomes negative (when the number of issues
is greater than the number of ingredients), it should be considered 0. Third, error 1 (Model
ingredient definitions are synonyms, Section 5.2.5) belongs to the subcategory that contains the
model ingredient definitions from which the synonym should be removed.
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this requirement is considered equivalent to not having submitted a model.
This constraint assures that there is content in each of the categories except
for inequalities and correspondences. In case these latter ingredients are not
present in the model, the weight of this category can be equally distributed
among the other categories (except simulations).

A undesirable side-effect of basing scores on the fraction of a model that
is correctly modelled, is that missing elements have a stronger negative im-
pact on scores than other errors. That is, adding a wrong ingredient to a
perfect subcategory results in a score of x

x+1 (where x is the total number of
ingredients), while a missing ingredient results in a score of x−1x . To remove
this side effect, missing ingredients should be counted as ingredients in the
equations. Specifically, the following score equations should be adjusted as
follows:

structure score Each occurrance of error 5 (Entity construct ingredient
implicitly defines domain concept, Section 5.3.2) should be added to
the number of entity and configuration definitions.

causality score Each occurrance of error 21 (Missing causal relation, Sec-
tion 5.6.1) should be added to the number of causal relations.

inequalities and correspondences score Each occurrance of error
25 (Missing correspondence, Section 5.7.1) should be added to the num-
ber of inequalities and correspondences.

simulation score Each occurrance of error 33 (Simulation of scenario
produces no states, Section 5.9.3) and error 35 (Missing expected state
in state graph, Section 5.9.5) should be added to the number of states.

Consider now the two other, more subjective, validation evaluation cat-
egories: adequate domain representation for goal and communication These cat-
egories are more difficult to assess (Section 5.2). The main issue with a
model as a domain representation is that, based on different resources, ex-
perts can disagree on whether a model is correct, complete and parsimo-
nious. A solution is to require the modeller to provide references to the
resources that the model was based on. By identifying the key concepts
and their relations in these texts, a baseline can be established to determine
whether the model is correct, complete and parsimonious. However, there
can still be disagreement about whether the cited resources provide an ac-
curate description of the domain. Moreover, it does not provide a means to
evaluate whether the model is adequate for a particular goal. For example,
does the model identify all the threshold that are relevant for the intended
purpose of the model (Section 5.5.4)?

Within the communication validation category, the layout of the model
and the accompanying documentation is taken into account. The document-
ation explaining the model is considered the most important part contrib-
uting to the communicative value of the model. Note that the absence of
model errors also contributes to how understandable a model is.

The proposed evaluation framework supports the evaluation of models.
However, it is possible that the proposed weighing of quality factors has
to be adapted for particular modellers and disciplines. For example, for sec-
ondary school students, running adequate simulations might be too difficult,
and the score weight associated to simulations should perhaps be moved
elsewhere. By contrast, for researchers, the simulation, and its correspond-
ence to data, might be deemed more important than the other subcategories.
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Within different disciplines, different aspects of a model might be differently
valued. Within an computer science program, having no redundancy within
a model might be deemed more important than in an environmental science
program. Application of the proposed evaluation method is needed to gain
insight in how it should be used in different contexts and how it can be
improved.

5.12 evaluating the evaluation framework

The presented evaluation framework makes is possible to more objectively
derive quality metrics for qualitative models. Furthermore, by precisely doc-
umenting the issues within a model it is possible to explain why, for ex-
ample, a particular grade was given. However, there are a number of con-
cerns that evaluators might have before applying the evaluation framework.

• First, do the quality metrics derived using the evaluation framework
correspond to the quality estimations of evaluators?

• Second, is the framework understandable enough that evaluators are
able to use it?

• Third, is it possible to apply the framework within a reasonable amount
of time?

To find the answer to these questions, a pilot study of the evaluation
framework was conducted during a bachelor course in environmental sci-
ence. 88 students participated in the course and worked in pairs to develop
a qualitative model about a sustainability issue of their choosing. 34 pairs
submitted their models for grading.

The pilot focussed particularly on whether the grades derived using the
evaluation framework are comparable to grades that evaluators proclaim the
model deserves. To this end, four evaluators (student assistants) used the
evaluation framework to determine grades for the developed models. The
evaluators were then asked to intuitively grade 2 sets of models assigned to
other evaluators. For the latter, they were instructed to analyse each model
for 5 minutes, write down their grade, and proceed to the next model. The
results are shown in Table 7.

To allow for statistical analysis, the data was processed as follows. First,
one evaluator gave intervals as grades for models 19 (8 - 8.5), 20 (6.5 - 7.5),
22 (6 - 7) and 23 (6 - 7). These grades were averaged to allow statistics to be
performed. Second, another evaluator only indicated pass or fail instead of
giving grades (models 19 through 34). These grades were removed because
they were considered of insufficient precision. Finally, one evaluator only
provided intuitive grades for one other set of models. As such, a second set
of intuitive grades for a set of models is missing (11-18).

To determine whether the framework grades are comparable to what eval-
uators think a model is worth, the agreement between these grades was as-
sessed. To accomplish this, the different evaluators are assumed equal, and
therefore all framework grades are considered of one evaluator, and all in-
tuitive grades of another (resulting in 44 grade pairs). Since the grades are
continuous variables, typical statistical methods for inter-rater agreement,
such as Cohen’s kappa and Fleiss’ kappa, cannot be used as they require
a fixed number of mutually exclusive categories. Two measures that can be
used to determine the inter-rate agreement in this data are the IntraClass
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Model Evaluation
framework

grade

Intuitive
grade 1

Intuitive
grade 2

1 3.6 4 3

2 6.2 7 6

3 6.8 6 7

4 7.8 7 8

5 9.1 9 9

6 8.1 8 8

7 4.9 6 5

8 8.7 7 8

9 7.5 7 7

10 8.1 8 8

11 6.4 7.5

12 5.8 5

13 9.6 9

14 8.0 8

15 5.6 6

16 6.9 6

17 7.3 8

18 7.1 6

19 9.4 8.25

20 7.0 7

21 6.5 7

22 7.1 6.5

23 7.3 6.5

24 8.2 7

25 6.9 6

26 6.8 7

27 7.3 7

28 6.1 6

29 7.2 7

30 9.2 9

31 9.4 9

32 7.2 7

33 5.0 6

34 5.5 6

Table 7: Grades given to models using the evaluation framework and intuitive judge-
ment. The horizontal lines indicate different graders.
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Correlation (ICC) (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) and the Concordance Correla-
tion Coefficient (CCC) (Lin, 1989). It is argued that the CCC solves some
weaknesses of the ICC (Lin, 1989), however, others argue that the results
obtained are nearly identical (Nickerson, 1997).

For the pilot study presented here, both the ICC and CCC analyses were
performed. The results are as follows. Both measures indicate strong agree-
ment of about 0.89 (rICC = 0.887, 99%-confidence interval: 0.765 < rICC <
0.947, rCCC = 0.885, 99%-confidence interval: 0.767 < rCCC < 0.945). This
result suggest that the evaluation framework results in grades that would
be acceptable to evaluators.31

During the pilot study, there was some correspondence with the eval-
uators about how to apply the framework. Overall, the evaluators were
happy with the clear guidelines on how to grade. Based on the feedback,
errors were corrected and text clarified. Notably, to allow for faster grading,
examples and links to the text explaining particular issues was added to
the modelling issue checklist (Appendix A). Evaluators were able to detect
model errors using the checklist, and only had difficulty in understanding
one modelling issue (9. Ambiguous process rate quantities, Section 5.4.2).
This suggests that the evaluation framework is understandable and usable
for evaluators to apply.

Although the evaluation framework consists of a considerable number of
modelling errors, the evaluators required about 45 minutes per model to
derive grades. As part of the course, the model contributed around 40% of
the final grade. As such, 45 minutes per model was considered reasonable
amount of time.

5.13 conclusions

Conceptual models are used for research and education. However, there
are no generally accepted quality characteristics for such models. Moreover,
evaluation is deemed a social process and therefore subjective in nature. The
lack of accepted quality characteristics hampers establishing a good model-
ling practice, as it is unclear which model features should be optimized.

This chapter proposes a set of model features that contribute to the qual-
ity of conceptual models. These model features are assessed as part of the
verification part of evaluation activities (assessing the internal quality char-
acteristics). The model features are categorized as formalism- and domain
representation-based features. The former apply only to conceptual models
that allow for inferences, while the latter apply generally. The model fea-
tures are further categorized as contributing to the quality characteristics
correctness, completeness and parsimony.

36 modelling errors are identified and categorized based on the repres-
entations associated with different features of qualitative system dynamics.
For each error, a check is provided with which the error can be detected,
and a modelling action is proposed towards resolving the error. Each er-
ror diminishes a particular model feature that contributes to the quality of

31Theoretically the agreement between the grades derived using the evaluation framework
and the intuitively given grades cannot be higher than the agreement between the intuitively
given grades of different evaluators. Calculating the ICC and CCC (for the intuitively given
grades) results in an agreement of about 0.875, but with a large 99% confidence interval(rICC

= 0.881, 99%-confidence interval: 0.453 < rICC < 0.981, rCCC = 0.869, 99%-confidence interval:
0.505 < rCCC < 0.971). That is, a theoretical optimal agreement cannot be reliably established.
However, the agreement between the grades derived using the framework and those given
intuitively is strong, even if this upper bound is considered to be 1.
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the model. A checklist to search for errors is provided in Appendix A, and
a categorization of model error types based on model features is shown
in Appendix B. The resulting catalogue of modelling errors is a modelling
practice that supports conceptual modelling.

The different modelling errors are integrated in an evaluation framework
to allows a quality metric (grade) to be derived for qualitative models. A
pilot study of this evaluation framework suggests that the derived grades
correspond to evaluators’ intuition of what the model is worth. Furthermore,
the evaluation framework proved understandable, and the time required to
apply it is considered reasonable. Finally, a listing of all the errors in a
model serves as both an argument why a particular grade was given and as
valuable feedback for learners.


